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Heat transfer coefficients for partial condensation in 
a bed packed with ceramic spheres was investigated. The gas 
stream consisted of air and steam and the humidity ranged 
from 0.092 to 0.49 6 lb H^O per lb of dry air. The gas flows
3were: 75.0, 160.0, and 2 40.0 ft /hr.
A computer program was developed to simulate both the 
heating and cooling cycles of the bed. Then, this program 
was used to predict the heating and cooling cycles of each 
experimental run. When the program was used to predict the 
heating cycle of the bed, a trial and error procedure was 
used whereby several values of the heat transfer coefficient 
of condensation were used, and the value that gave best 
agreement between the experimental and theoretical tempera­
ture profiles was considered. By using this trial and error 
procedure for all the runs, a relation between humidity of 
the gas stream and the heat transfer coefficient of conden­
sation was established for the humidity range that was 
specified above.
An industrial case study was simulated using the com­
puter program by which the temperature profiles were predicted 
for a packed bed with 3.0, 5.0, and 7.0 ft diameter and with 
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The asphalt paving industry normally requires that the 
aggregates be dried to less than 0.5% moisture content before 
they get mixed with asphalt cement (8). This is necessary 
because of freezing and thawing problems that arise whenever 
weather conditions change.
The industrial driers that are used to dry the aggre­
gates are, in most cases, the direct-heating rotary type.
The exhaust gas temperature of these driers goes as high as 
350.0°F and gas flow rate reaches several hundred thousands 
of standard cubic feet/hour and this exhaust is vented to the 
atmosphere (8). The energy that is stored in the exhaust 
stream is lost to the atmosphere, and the purpose of this 
work is to describe how to reclaim part of this energy and 
use it to preheat the inlet combustion air that will be going 
to the drier furnace. When the air is preheated, two advan­
tages are realized: first, a saving on fuel will be accom­
plished by having the air preheated before it gets to the 
furnace rather than heating it inside the furnace; second, 
the furnace efficiency will be increased as a result of 
increased combustion efficiency because of preheated air.
The method by which the energy of the drier exhaust may 
be reclaimed consists of having two beds packed with ceramic 
spheres. One of these beds will be heated by the hot drier 
exhaust while the other bed is being cooled by fresh air that
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goes to the drier furnace. So, the first bed operates as an 
energy bank while the other functions as a preheater. After 
a given cycle of time, the flows of the hot drier exhaust 
and the fresh air are reversed so the energy bank bed will 
become a preheater for the fresh air, while the former pre­
heater bed becomes an energy bank. This process will be 
operated in a cyclic motion and controlled automatically.
The experimental work that was carried out in this 
research involved the simulation of a drier exhaust by mix­
ing steam that was generated by an electrical boiler with air 
that came from a line in the building and then this mixture 
was passed to an electrical superheater. Thus the exit stream 
coming from the superheater was a simulated drier exhaust.
This hot gas was then passed to a bed packed with ceramic 
spheres having 0.5 in. diameter. Temperature, at different 
locations in the bed, was monitored by a multi-point chart 
recorder. Also, humidity of the stream leaving the bed was 
observed in the form of wet and dry bulb readings of a con­
tinuous two-channel chart recorder. More detailed descrip­
tion of equipment and theoretical modeling are presented in 
later sections.
Unless otherwise specified, the word humidity through­
out this work implies lb 1^0 vapor/lb dry air.
A computer program, THESIS-F4, was written for predict­
ing temperature profiles for both the heating and cooling 
cycles of the bed. During the heating cycle condensation of 
water occurs, and during the cooling cycle evaporation of
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water from wet hot spheres occurs. A copy of the program, 
CASE«F4, was used for 'the case study where* the appropriate 
dimensions were used. The conditions of the drier exhaust 
of the case study were obtained from the National Asphalt 
Pavement Association Information Series #47 (8).
The case study involved executing CASE*F4 for differ­
ent bed lengths and diameters and then comparing the number 
of BTU's reclaimed in each run. This will provide sizing 
information for design purposes.
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THEORY
Kays and London (14) have developed an empirical heat 
transfer relationship for gas flowing through randomly stacked 
bed of spheres. Equation 1, below, shows this relationship 
between NST/ NpR, N ^ :
(nst) (NpR)2/3 = o ^ a ? ^ ) -0-3 (l)
When the appropriate parameters are substituted into 
Eq. (1) the following equation, Eq. (2), is obtained:
(1ir£)2/3 = °*23 t2^ ) -0'3 <2>G •Cp k y
Rearranging and solving for h:
h = 0.23 (G-Cp) 2/3 (3)
The overall heat transfer coefficient between gas and 
solid is U where:
u = [i + <4)
To compare the magnitudes of these two terms in Eq. (4) ,
let us consider the middle flow of the experimental work,
3160.0 ft /hr. When Eq. (3) is applied for this flow it
yields: h = 2.78 or 1/h = 0.36 (ft2-hr-°F)/Btu; and for
2spheres of 0.5 in. diameter we get: Ax/k = 0.00 313 (ft -hr-
°F)/Btu. Comparison of the calculated values of the two 
terms in Eq. (4) shows that the first term is about 115 times 
the second one. This permits us to assume that conduction
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through the spheres is a fairly rapid process and that the 
solids don't offer a large resistance to heat transfer. Con­
sequently, it is valid to assume that the solids have a uni­
form temperature at one instant of time which allows the 
second term in Eq. (4) to be dropped and U becomes equal to 
h, or:
u = 0.23 0,3 (G-Cp) (VjL£E)~2/>3 (5)M -K
Equation (5) was developed for regular heat transfer 
between a stream of gas and a stack of spheres and it does 
not take into account any heat transfer resulting from a 
change in phase such as the heat transferred when water vapor 
condenses over the surface of the spheres. Throughout this 
work U is calculated using Eq. (5), except when the gaseous 
mixture reaches its dew point. ’ When this occurs it is pro­
posed to use a pseudo heat transfer coefficient, U*, when 
calculating the sphere temperatures. This U* will account 
for the partial condensation and its value will be determined 
by a trial and error procedure until the theoretical tempera­
ture profiles are matched with the experimental profiles.
A new dimensionless parameter, U*/U, was introduced here. 
It was expected that the U*/U ratio would be a function of 
the hot gas humidity and that it would be independent of gas 
flow. A plot of U*/U vs. humidity will be a useful tool for 
design purposes and its use will be shown in the case study, 
later in this thesis. The following sections will provide 
the basis for predicting the temperature profiles for both
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the heating and cooling cycles of the bed.
Heating Cycle of Bed
Heat balance on the gas phase: for one increment of bed, 
v, and during one increment of time. At, the following state­
ment describes the heat balance on the gas phase: the heat
that comes in minus the heat that goes out minus the heat 
that is transferred to the solids should equal the heat that 
is accumulated in the gas phase. Eqs. (6) and (7), below, 
express the above statement mathematically.
^in^ ^out^ ^accumulation^
{<W-CPg-Tg)node >-<(W-Cpg *Tg)node + U-A-(Tg—Ts)}
entrance exit
e-v p -Cp^(AT )
—  9  9  9  (7 \At
Using an explicit finite difference, where position is denoted 
by "I" and time is denoted by "J" we get:
W ‘Cpg ‘Tg(I(J)'W 'Cpq'Tg(I+l,J)'0 'A(Tg(I+l,J)‘Ts(I+l,J)
= e . v p g .CPg-(Tg(I+lfJ+1)-Tg(I+lfJ))/At (8)
Solving for the new temperature of the gas as it leaves the
volume increment we get:
T =T + — *—  - (T -T )g (1+1,J+l) g (1+1,J) e-v-p 1 g(I,J) g(I+l,J);y
_ U * A * At_____ /m —m \ fq\
c-v-p -Cp g (1+1,J) 1s(I+l,J)' ' 'y y
Heat balance on the solid phase: for one increment of
bed, v, and during one increment of time, At, the following 
statement describes the heat balance on the solids phase:
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the heat that is transferred into the solids should equal 
the heat that is accumulated in the solids; therefore:
^in ~~ ^accumulated*
Equation (10), below, expresses the above statement 
mathematically:
e-v-p -Cp -AT
U-A-(Tg—Tg) = ------------  §• (10)
Substituting the finite difference notation into Ec3. (10)
and rearranging the final form, Eq. (11) gives the solid 
temperature:
T (I+1,J+1) = T (I+1,J) + ^-- (T (I+1,J)s '  s '  (1-e)«v-p -Cp gs s
- T (1+1,J)) (11)o
The value of U will be the same as that used in the gas bal­
ance, except when the gas temperature reaches its dew point.
At the time increment where the gas temperature reaches its 
dew point, the heat transfer coefficient u* will be used in 
calculating the solid temperature in Eq. (11). The rise in 
the solid temperature will result from the heat of vapor­
ization of the water that was condensed. This results in a 
new humidity in the gaseous stream; therefore, a new dew 
point has to be calculated. Using a computer regression pro­
gram on the values of dew points and their corresponding 
humidities tabulated in Perry (21) gave the coefficients 
and C 2 for Eq. (12), where the dew point temperature is a 
function of the humidity, H:
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T. = EXP (C, + C~ In H) . (12)dew 1 2
The regression program was run 6 times for 6 humidity ranges,
and values of coefficients and C2 were obtained. Table 1,
below, shows the humidity ranges and values of and C2 for
each range.
Table 1. Coefficients Ci and Co for the Dew Point Equation, 
Eq. (12).
Humidity Range 
(lb HoO/lb dry air)
Dew Temp Range 
(°F) C1 C2
0.0158 0.0292 70.0 + 88.0 5.7867 0.3704
0.0293 -* 0.0558 89.0 + 108.0 5.5891 0.3126
0.0559 0.1116 109.0 -> 130.0 5.4516 0.2654
0.1117 0.0189 131.0 150.0 5.3535 0.2202
0.1990 + 0.4327 151.0 + 170.0 5.2838 0.1739
0.4328 1.0000 171.0 190.0 5.2144 0.0588
Eq. (12) was used for the end points of each humidity 
range and results of dew point temperature were compared with 
those in Perry (21). The maximum error resulting from using 
Eq. (12) was 1.9°F.
Stability
From the gas heat balance, the following limiting stabil­
ity equation should be met:
T (I+1,J) (X - W--&--------U -R;At— ) > o (13)
g e,V,Pg e,v'Pg'CPg -
Solving for t in Eq. (13) we get:
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Cooling Cycle of Bed
The same theoretical analysis that was used in the heat­
ing cycle applies for the cooling cycle as well. However, 
instead of condensation, evaporation takes place along with 
heat transfer. The amount of water that evaporates takes the 
necessary heat of vaporization from the spheres that are wet 
and hot.
Eq. (15) below describes the evaporation rate from a 
wetted sphere (4):
2 Xo~XBW = k = ir-D (T y—~) (15)mass p 1-Xo
X is evaluated by: X = p/P and k is evaluated usingo o c mass
the Chilton and Colburn correlation (3) for mass transfer 
around the stack of spheres, Eq. (16):
k -D D vp ly/2 „ 1/3
■~ T S- E = 2.0 + 0.60 (-£ ) (-£-- ) (16)
^ AB y P AB
where C, D__, p and y are evaluated at the film temperature.AB
The mass diffusivity, DAB, is calculated by Eq. (17) 
below (2):
■̂f b 1/3 5/12 1 1 1/2 ,
°AB = a(/T ,T'— ) (p c a ’p c b } ^ c a ^ c b * (m^ + ^
CA CB
(17)Where a and b, for diffusion of vapor into
air, have the following values (2): 
a = 3.640 x 10“4 
b = 2.334
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and is the film temperature (and throughout this work it
is considered to be the arithmetic average between the solid
and the gas temperature).
When all the quantities in Eq. (15) are evaluated, the
rate of evaporation, W, becomes possible to calculate.
It is important to note that the k correlation, Eq.mass
16, is valid when there is low mass transfer rate. However,
it is recommended to correct k for high mass transfermass 3
rate by multiplying k by © where 0 is a correction factormas s
calculated by Eq. (18) below (5):
ln[(X -X )/(1-X ) + 1.0}
9 = ---------
A computer program that utilizes these equations was 
written and a complete discussion and listings of the pro­
gram are found in Appendix F. However, a very simplified
flow chart of the major sections and the subroutines is pre­
sented next in Figure 1, p. H .
The program assumes no heat losses from the bed to the 
surroundings and that the humidity of the gas stream that 
enters the bed is constant and does not change with time.




















TDEW KMASSHUM HTRAN DIFFUS
Figure 1. Basic Logic Flow of Computer Program, THESIS-F4.
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EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
The apparatus consists of two major assemblies: first,
an assembly to simulate the drier exhaust incorporating a 
boiler and a superheater; second, the packed bed, along with 
recorders and thermocouples. Each piece of equipment will be 
discussed separately in the following sections. Fig. 2, p.
13, shows a schematic diagram of the apparatus and Fig. 3, 
p. 14, is a picture of the apparatus to put it in perspective.
Packed Bed
To minimize channeling, the diameter of a packed bed 
should be at least 8 times the diameter of the packing mater­
ial (18). The packing material used in this work is ceramic 
spheres of 0.5 in. diameter. Therefore, the minimum allowed 
bed diameter is 4.0 in.
A stainless steel pipe of Schedule #10 and having a 
length of 1.0 ft and a diameter of 6.35 in. was used and was 
packed with ceramic spheres. The spheres have the following 
properties (7):
p = 2 2  4.0 lb/ft3 s
Cpo = 0.214 Btu/(lb °F)2d
k =13. 3 Btu/(hr-ft-°F)
Figure 4, p. 15, shows a schematic diagram of the packed bed. 
The bed was insulated by 3 in. thick fiberglass. Fig. 5, p. 






































Figure 4. Schematic Diagram of the Packed Bed.
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Figure 5. The Packed Bed
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pipes connected and thermocouples inserted. The bed cylinder 
bottom end has welded to it a perforated stainless steel 
sheet with 0.02 in. holes. The perforated sheet helps in 
uniformly distributing the gas flowing through the bed, in 
addition to its major function of supporting the packing 
material weight. The thermocouples were made of alumel- 
chromel, type K, wires. The wires were inserted in ceramic 
probes and at the end of each probe the wire leads were con­
nected and left bare. Figure 6, p. 17, shows the location 
of each thermocouple and its number. Thermocouples 4, 6, 8, 
10, 11, 13, and 15 are located exactly at the center of the 
bed, while thermocouples 5, 7, 9, 12, 14, and 16 are located
0.25 in. from the wall.
0 16 0 15
0 14 0 13
0 12 0 11
0 10
0 9 0 8
0 7 0 6
0 5 0 4
Figure 6. Location and Number of Thermocouples Inside the Bed.
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Boiler
The maximum humidity considered was close to 0.50 lb 
H^O/lb dry air. Taking this humidity and a dry air flow of
375.0 ft /hr will result in the following power requirement 
calculation:
*4.3 • n, . lb H_0
75.0 alr x 0.08 lb a x 0.5 — _-2- x 974hr j-,3 ■ _ lb air lb HoOft air *
x 2.93 x 10  ̂ Btu/hr = ^.879 Kilowatts.
A boiler efficiency of 50% was assumed; hence, the power 
requirement becomes 0.879 x 2.0 = 1.758 Kw. An electrical 
boiler was designed following the method outlined in Perry (20) 
A 50.0 ft length of 14 gauge nichrome IV wire provided 1.70 Kw 
when 100 volts were applied.
The boiler was built from a 2.0 ft section of 4.0 in.
I.D. Schedule #40 stainless steel pipe. One layer of asbestos 
tape, 1/8 in. thick, was wrapped around the outside surface of 
the pipe. Then the 50.0 ft electrical wire was wrapped, and 
the two ends of the wire were connected to a variac for power 
supply. Around the wire two layers of 1/4-in.-thick asbestos 
cloth were wrapped. Finally, a 1-in. fiberglass layer was 
wrapped around the asbestos cloth.
Two plates of steel of 1/4-in. thickness, were welded to 
the top and bottom of the boiler. The upper plate has two 
holes, one for steam output and the other for water feed. On 
the boiler side, two 1/4-in. holes were drilled, and a view 
made of pyrex glass was connected to them. The view was cali­
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brated by pumping water from a storage plastic tank that was 
calibrated initially using a graduated cylinder. The steam 
output could be either passed through the system or vented 
separately.
Heater
During the bed heating cycle the air and steam mixture 
was passed through a superheater designed in a similar way to 
that of the boiler. The power requirement is calculated by 
defining the maximum bed temperature rise desired. A 200.0°F 
rise in 15.0 minutes and a 50% efficiency resulted in the 
following hourly Btu requirement:
Power = (1-e) (v) (ps> (Cps) (200.0) (fff§0 (-^q )
= (.6) (it) (|rli)2 (l.0) (224.0) (0.2) (200.0) (.40) (2.0)
= 9,453.93 Btu/hr x 2.93 x 10-4 = 2.77 kw.
A 3.0 ft section of 3.0 in. I.D. Schedule #40 stainless 
steel pipe was used as a heater. Around the outside surface 
of the pipe an asbestos tape of 1/8-in. thickness was wrapped. 
Then, two 50.0-ft sections of 14-gauge nichrome IV wire were 
wrapped separately. Each section has a capability of provid­
ing 1.7 Kw and was connected to a variac for power supply.
Four layers of 1/4-in. asbestos cloth were wrapped around the 
wire and, finally, an aluminum foil sheet was wrapped around 
the cloth to minimize losses by radiation. Inside the heater 
cylinder there were steel pall rings to increase heat trans­
fer by conduction from the cylinder wall to the gas stream
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and also to help in generating turbulence inside the heater.
At the heater exit a thermocouple, #2, was inserted and made 
to touch the steel to help determine when the heater was at 
equilibrium during warm-up period before the start of a run.
Orifice
Air flow had to be determined with utmost accuracy. An 
orifice with the following specifications was constructed 
for this purpose:
Diameter: 1/4 in. (from 3/4 in.)
Thickness: 1/8 in.
Material: Aluminum
The aluminum sheet was centered between two pieces of 
rubber cascade. Then, two threaded flanges surrounded the 
cascade. The whole assembly was held tight by 4 screws. A
water manometer was connected to 1/4-in. nipples that were
inserted in the orifice up- and downstream piping. The up­
stream nipple was located 2.0 in. before the orifice, while 
the downstream nipple was 1.0 in. after the orifice.
Calibration of the orifice was accomplished by taking
15.0 min. flow readings for a range of pressure drops in the 
manometer which were determined by reading the rise, in inches, 
of the water in the right leg of the manometer. The flow was
read by a gas meter which was calibrated using a standard vol­
ume. The 15.0 min readings were repeated three times for each 
pressure drop, and the average value was plotted. Appendix A 
shows all the 15.0 min readings. The maximum deviation from 
the average value was 2.5%.'
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Wet and Dry Bulb Assembly
The humidity of the gas stream leaving the packed bed 
has to be monitored at all times while an experimental run is 
in progress. To accomplish this, dry and wet bulb thermo­
couples were inserted into the pipe section at the exit of 
the bed. The location of this pipe section was made as close 
to the bed as possible to minimize condensation in the exit 
pipe which would cause erroneous humidity reading of the gas 
leaving the packed bed. The water flowing to the wet bulb 
wick should be the same temperature as the humid gas whose 
humidity is under study (11). Therefore, the water coming to 
the wick was brought to gas temperature by passing it in a 
1/8-in. copper tubing coil that had a total length of 15.0 in. 
and, then, the coil was inserted inside the pipe section 
where the wet and dry bulb measurements were taken. The fol­








/  TUBING( WICK
Figure 7. Wet and Dry Bulb Assembly
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A check on the performance of the wet and dry bulb 
assembly was made by measuring the room humidity, using a 
thermometer psychometer and then comparing results with those 
obtained from blowing room air to the wet and dry bulb 
assembly:
Psychometer data:
dry bulb temp. = 25.5°C = 77.9°F
wet bulb temp. = 14.5°C = 59.0°F
. . humidity = 0.0063 lb I^O/lb dry air
Recorder data:
dry bulb temp. = 1.0 mv = 77.0°F
wet bulb temp. — 0.57 mv = 58.0°F
. . humidity = 0.0061 lb I^O/lb dry air
Comparison of the two humidities shows a good agreement 
between them and establishes confidence in the experimental 
humidity measurements.
Recorders
Two chart recorders were used. The first recorder was 
a Moseley chart recorder, Model #7100B. It had two channels 
and the temperature in each channel was plotted continuously 
as a function of time where the temperature was in millivolts 
and time was one minute per 1.0 in. of chart. This recorder 
was referenced to an ice bath of 32.0°F whenever an experi­
mental run was in progress, and it was used to read dry and 
wet bulb temperatures of the gas stream leaving the packed 
bed.
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The second recorder was a Bristol's Dynamaster chart 
recorder Model #24PGC570-21. It had a range of 0.0 to 1000°F 
and read each of 24 points once every 45.0 seconds. The 
speed of the chart was set to 1.0 in. per minute.
The following thermocouples were connected to the 
recorder:
Thermocouple No. Thermocouple Usage
1 Air temperature
2 Heater steel temperature
4 to 16 Packed bed (see p. 17)
17 Top of packed bed
18 Outer side of bed
insulation temperature
The recorders were calibrated by using a Leeds and 
Northrop Model #8695 portable potentiometer. Reference volt­
ages were established by the potentiometer and then were com­
pared with actual readings on the recorders. In the case of 
the multipoint recorder, conversion from millivolts to °F 
was made by using a standard conversion table for chromel- 
alumel thermocouples (12). This calibration procedure was 
performed twice: the first time just at the end of the
apparatus construction phase and the second time just prior 
to the data collection for this work.
Piping and Tanks
A network of 3/4-in.-I.D. carbon steel pipe was con­
structed to direct flow to and from the major components of
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the apparatus, as shown in Fig. 2, p. 13. A total of 19 
gate values were necessary to have complete control of the 
flow of air, steam, or their mixture, during both the heating 
and cooling cycle of the bed.
Two flow regulators were necessary: the first one was
used to regulate flow of air to the whole system. The second 
regulator was installed 8.0 inches before the orifice so the 
maximum experimental flow would not be exceeded. Both of 
these regulators were mounted with pressure gauges.
Water storage tanks were made from two 6.0-in.-diameter 
and 2.0-ft-high plexiglass cylinders. The first one was used 
to store water that goes to the boiler and was sealed from the 
bottom and the top by 1/2-in. plastic plates. The top plate 
has three 1/4-in. holes. One hole was used to connect the 
tank to the tap-water line. The second hole was used for 
the pipe section that connects the tank with the boiler for 
feeding water to the boiler. The third hole was used to con­
nect the tank with a gage to read the pressure inside the 
tank for safety purposes.
The second storage tank was used as a drain to collect 
some of the water that condenses in the packed bed. The tank 
was sealed from top and bottom and had a valve at the bottom 
for water collection at the end of the experimental run.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
i)'i After the equipment was built and joined together, and 
prior to insulation, the system was checked against any leak
ij with a maximum pressure of 30.0 psig. Then insulation was
Ij wrapped and the performance of each unit was studied separ­
ately. Several test runs were made in order to gain famili­
arity with the operation of the system.
Before an experimental run was made, the system, exclud­
ing the packed bed, had to be warmed up until equilibrium was 
reached. This takes between two to three hours and varies 
from one run to another, according to the run conditions. 
Equilibrium is approached when thermocouple #2, heater steel 
thermocouple, approaches constant value. During the warm-up 
period, the gas leaving the heater is vented to atmosphere 
(see Fig. 2, p. 13).
When the heating cycle was in progress, the flow was the 
same as that shown in Fig. 8, p. 26. The schematic diagram 
of Fig. 8 is an identical copy of Fig. 2, except only the 
piping and equipment that were used during the heating cycle 
were shown and, thus, visualizing the flow becomes easier. 
Arrowheads indicate the direction of flow.
In a similar fashion, Fig. 9, p. 27, shows the equipment 

























































To maximize energy recovery from the bed, the flow 
direction of gas through the packed bed was chosen from the 
bottom during the heating cycle and from the top during the 
cooling cycle. This was done because during the heating 
cycle condensation occurs and some of the condensed water 
will fall by gravity. By heating from the bottom, the falling 
water will wet the surfaces which are already wet; however, 
if flow during heating was from the top the condensed water 
will fall downward on dry surfaces causing the formation of 
film and thus increasing resistance to heat transfer. Also, 
by cooling from the top, droplets of water are pushed down­
ward and go to the drain instead of staying on the surfaces 
while absorbing heat of vaporization from the spheres.
In a regenerative system it is desired to obtain similar 
output for each cycle to the output of the previous cycle on 
a continuous basis. For the packed bed under investigation, 
it was found that the temperature curves and humidity curves 
for the third heating and cooling cycles were very similar 
to those obtained in the second heating and cooling cycles. 
Therefore, the experimental profiles were all obtained from 
the third heating and cooling cycles of each run. Also, in 
all runs the cooling cycle time was chosen to be exactly equal 
to the heating cycle time. The heating cycle time was the 
time at which all thermocouples in the packed bed were at the 
same temperature. Before the heating cycle the water level 
in the boiler was set at zero using the pyrex glass view, and
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at the end of heating the amount of water that was boiled was 
read and recorded. Also, at the end of each heating and 
cooling the amount of water that was collected in the drain 
under the packed bed was measured using a graduated cylinder.
The experimental runs were made on three air flows, and 
for each flow three humidities were considered. Then, dupli­
cations of the first and last runs were made to ensure repro­
ducibility of data. The air flow was controlled by the 
orifice pressure drop and the humidity was controlled by the 
boiler variac setting. Three variac settings were chosen: 
110.0, 80.0, and 60.0 volts and the flows were 75.0, 160.0,
3240.0 ft /hr. This resulted in a humidity range of 0.092 to
0.496 lb U^O/lh dry air. The first duplicate was performed
3on the 75.0 ft /hr flow with 110.0 volts boiler variac setting.
3The second duplicate was made on the 240.0 ft /hr flow with 
the boiler variac setting on 60.0 volts. This resulted in a 
total of eleven experimental runs.
Before each run the humidity of the air coming from the 
building line was taken. Also, the two-channel recorder was 
zeroed, using distilled-water ice-bath as a reference point, 
prior to each run.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Prior to data collection confidence in the system had 
to be established. Previous work on fluid flow around spheres 
didn't include change in phase, such as condensation or evap­
oration. V. W. Weekman and J. E. Myers (19) studied the fluid 
flow characteristics for gas-liquid flow in packed beds at a 
constant temperature without any phase change and with a 
maximum air to water mass ratio of 0.12. In other articles,
R. P. Larkins, R. R. White, and D. W. Jeffry (16) correlated 
the friction loss for liquid flow downward in a vertical bed 
and R. E. Hicks (10) studied pressure drop in packed beds of
spheres for N„ > 500.R6
Packed bed thermal consideration in a regenerative system, 
without a phase change, was presented in McAdams (17) for one 
phase flow. The analysis was for the dimensionless param­
eters X, t , and 4>. The dimensionless regenerator size, X, 
was defined by:
X = p (1Ip)Lr- (19)O ’ Pg " B
The dimensionless regenerator period, t, was defined by:
t = - - *;9- - - (2 0 )
PS CPs'rB
When the values of X and t are calculated, a dimension­
less temperature efficiency, <J>, was obtained from Fig. 11-11, 
p. 297 in reference (17).
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A dry experimental run was made especially for employ-
3ing this dimensionless analysis. A flow of 160.0 ft /hr and 
a cycle time of 30.0 min were chosen. The values of X and t 
were calculated using Eqs. (19) and (20) as follows:
X = h ‘ (1~E)‘L = (2.65) (0.6) (1.0) = 15#84GQ .Cpg -rB (58.2) (0.25) (0.0069)
and
T = h-e = (2.65) (0.5)_________  = 4 nnT p Cp .rB (224.0) (0.214) (0.0069)S S B
The above values of X and t resulted in a value of cf> = 0.86. 
The temperature efficiency <p was defined by:
m l  _rn' m n _rpn
» = -2— ±  = 1 - 2 (21) m " rr. " __ I __ I
l” 1 T1"T1
where " ' " denotes cold stream and " " " denotes hot stream 
and "1" denotes inlet while "2" denotes average outlet tem­
perature. For the experimental run the following values were 
obtained experimentally: 
t ' = 70.0°F
T' = 10 3.0°F
O,T ̂ - 10 5. O F 
T" = 78•0°F
Using the experimental values of T^ and T^ for the inlet 
temperature of both the heating and cooling cycles and using 




0 = 0.86 = (105.0-70.0) = (105.0-70.0)
. . t '2 = 100.1°F and = 75.0°F
These values of and agree very closely to those 
obtained experimentally and thus confidence in the apparatus 
was established.
The experimental runs that were taken provided tempera­
ture profiles of thermocouples in the bed. The entrance, 
middle, and exit thermocouple readings in both heating and 
cooling cycles of the bed were plotted versus time. Figure 
10, p. 34 to 61, shows the temperature response of these 
thermocouples for all the runs taken. The time coordinate 
indicated the cycle time whether the cycle was heating or 
cooling and zero time designated the start of the cycle.
The points that were used for plotting Fig. 10 were tabulated 
in Appendix B. The following table, Table 2, shows the con­
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Experimental and Theoretical Temperature 
Response (Runs 1 to 11).
Experimental Point
Theoretical Curve, Using THESIS-F4 
Duplicate Point (Runs 10 and 11) 
Thermocouple
6 Entrance node (heating cycle)
11 Middle node (heating cycle)
15 Exit node (heating cycle)
15 Entrance node (cooling cycle)
11 Middle node (cooling cycle)
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RUN 2 
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RUN 3 T.C. H.
Cooling Cycle
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RUN 6  
T.C. I pHeating Cycle
0— 0- 0
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RUN 8  
T.C, 11Heating Cycle



















1831 Figure 10. (Cont.)
RUN 8  
T.C. 15
Heating Cycle
RUN 8  
T.C. 15
Cooling Cycle
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RUN 8  
T.C. 4
Cooling Cycle
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The computer program, THESIS-F4, was used for simulat­
ing the experimental runs and the output was tabulated in 
Appendix C. The theoretical temperature response was also 
plotted in Fig. 10, pages
Experimental and theoretical humidity profiles were 
tabulated in Appendix D and the points were plotted in Fig. 
11, p. 64. Elevation correction was made on the experimental 
humidities for 5,700.0 ft elevation. When simulating the 
humidity for the cooling cycle the wetted piping and reducers 
surface area should be accounted for during the evaporation 
process. The area of spheres in 1-in. volume increment of 
the bed is equal to 1.58 ft . The top reducer and the pip­
ing from the reducer to the valve used for the cooling cycle
2 . .flow inlet is 1.03 ft . Similarly, the area of the piping
2and bottom reducer is 1.03 ft . When each of these areas 
was considered as 1-in. bed increment, the model humidity 
results agree very closely to those obtained experimentally.
Values of U* were obtained by a trial and error proced­
ure where the acceptable difference between the experimental 
and theoretical temperature readings was established to be 
10.0°F or less. Any value of U* that resulted in more than 
10.0°F difference between the theoretical and experimental 
readings was rejected and another attempt with another value 
of U* was made. The value of U* that was accepted for each 
run was tabulated in Appendix C. Also, the value of U, cal­
culated by Eq. (5), for each run was tabulated in Appendix 
C. It was found that the dimensionless ratio of U*/U was a
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function of the humidity of the hot gas and that it was not 
a function of flow. The following table. Table 3, shows the 
value of U*/U vs. humidity for each of the experimental runs.






(lb H 2 0 /lb dry air) u*/u
1 75.0 0.496 60.0
2 75.0 0.319 30.0
3 75.0 0.202 20.0
4 160.0 0.207 20.0
5 160.0 0.178 17.0
6 160.0 0.120 14.5
7 240.0 0.151 16.0
8 240.0 0.100 14.0
9 240.0 0.092 13.0
When the results in Table 3 were used in a regression 
computer program the following equation, Eq. (22), is obtained 
for u*/u as a function of humidity, for a range of humidity 
from 0.092 to 0.496 lbs H^O/lh dry air.
































































Fig. 12, p. 69, was plotted using numbers in Table 3. 
Therefore, for any humidity, within the range specified, the 
value of U*/U could be found using either Eq. (22) or Fig. 12. 
However, it is strongly emphasized here that no attempt to 
extrapolate the line in Fig. 12 should be made. At zero 
humidity the expected value of U*/U should be 1.0. A check 
on the model was made where the dry run, discussed on page 31, 
was simulated using a value of U*/U equal to 1.0. The max­
imum difference that was observed between the experimental 
and the model temperature profile readings was 4.9°F which 
is well within the established criteria of agreement between 
these profiles (see p. 62),
To use Fig. 12, first the humidity of the drier exhaust 
should be found, then using Fig. 12 the ratio of U*/U is 
found. This ratio is, then, used as an input to the computer 
program for simulating the reclamation process. The case 










F ig u r e  1 2 . DRYER EXHAUST H U M ID ITY
lb. H10/!b. Dry Air
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The following table, Table 4, shows the water balance 
for all runs. For each run the amount of water that was 
j boiled was compared with water that was collected in the 
| drain tank, plus the water that was in the form of humidity
| in the stream leaving the packed bed during both the heating
!
j and cooling cycles. Table 4 shows that there was a differ-
l ence between the amount of water that was boiled and the sum 
of water that was recovered. This difference is due to the 
fact that the cooling cycle time was not long enough to 
evaporate all the water that was on the surface of the spheres.
















1 220.0 55.0 14.08 82.13 151.21
2 140.0 42.0 9.99 66.93 118.92
3 110.0 45.0 11.66 49.80 106.46
4 190.0 28.0 15.81 78.35 122.16
5 155.0 17.0 16.04 71.12 104.16
6 177.0 15.0 21.02 61.89 97.91
7 175.0 0.0 18.25 76.27 94.52
8 110.0 2.0 18.25 59.27 79.52
9 120.0 15.0 17.26 51.43 83.69
♦Obtained from Appendix D.
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Error Analysis
Experimental error was caused from reading the follow­
ing variables during an experimental run: amount of water
boiled, air flow, wet bulb reading and dry bulb reading. 
Amount of water boiled was read within ±5.0 mis and air flow 
was read within ±2.0 ft /hr. The wet and dry bulb readings 
were within ±0.02 millivolt or ±1.0°F.
Wet and dry bulb readings errors resulted in an error 
in calculating the humidity of the stream leaving the bed. 
When the error effects of both the dry and wet bulb readings 
are combined, they result in no more than 3.7% error in cal­
culating the humidity of gas leaving the packed bed.
The errors arising from air flow and amount of water 
boiled measurements resulted in an error in estimating the 
hot gas humidity of the run. When these errors are combined 
they will show the following bounds on the hot gas humidity 
(Table 5).
Table 5. Error Bounds on Measuring Hot Gas Humidity.
Flow, ft^/hr Water Boiled, mis.
lb H20 
Humidity lb dry air
Run
No.
Upper , Lower « j Observed _ , Bound Bound UPPeJ Observed ^owerA Bound Bound UPPe^ Observed £owe* Bound Bound
1
9




0.524 0.496 0.470 
0.096 0.092 0.087
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Values of the humidity upper and lower bounds, Table 5, 
were used in the computer program THESIS«F4. The maximum 
error in estimating U*/u was 7.69%. Thus, when Eg. (22) is 
used to calculate U*/U for a given hot gas humidity, the 
answer should be within ±7.69% accuracy.
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CASE STUDY
The computer program, THESIS•F4, was modified slightly 
in areas where it became more general and more conversational 
so the bed length and diameter are no longer fixed. The 
modified version of THESIS-F4 was called CASE«F4. The list­
ing of both programs is found in Appendix F, p. 119.
The sphere diameter for the case study was picked to be
1.0 in. Any larger sphere diameter will.result in a larger 
error, on the assumption that conduction through the sphere 
solid doesn’t contribute much resistance to heat transfer.
The increment height was chosen to be 0.5 ft.
Conditions of the drier exhaust were taken from the 
National Asphalt Pavement Association Information Series #47 
(8) and they are tabulated below:
Exhaust temperature = 350.0°F
Excess air = 50%
3Total exhaust flow = 10,320 ft /(hr-ton of aggregate dried)
Total inlet air flow -
to furnace = 4,080.0 ft /(hr-ton of aggregate dried)
Humidity of drier
exhaust = 0.211 lbs H^O/lb dry gas
A total of 180.0 tons of aggregates were dried per hour.
When the drier hot exhaust is passed through a packed bed of 
ceramic spheres, part of the sensible energy that is avail­
able above the ambient condition will be stored in the bed,
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and some of that stored energy will be reclaimed later by 
the fresh air that will be preheated before it goes to the 
drier furnace during the bed cooling cycle. However, pres­
sure drop through the bed should be within an acceptable 
range, less than 12.0 psi through the bed. The Ergun Equa­
tion presented in Transport Phenomena (1) was rearranged and 
Eq. (23) shows this rearranged form for the pressure drop 
through a packed bed:
P0~~PL _ 150.0 yV0 (l-E) 2 1 * 7 5  PV0 2 (l-e)
— —  ----- j 3-------  + — ----- — 5-----  (23)
D -e D -e3P P
Equation (2 3) was applied for a drier exhaust when 180.0,; 
90.0, and 60.0 tons of aggregates were dried per hour. The 
fallowing table, Table 6 , gives the pressure drop, in psi, 
through one foot of bed for each of the three tonnage rates 
and for 3 different bed diameters.






psi/(1 . 0  ft bed)
3 180.0 85.50
5 180.0 1 1 . 1 0
7 180.0 2.90
3 90.0 21.40
5 90.0 2 . 80
i 7 90.0 0.73
3 60.0 9.52
1 5 60.0 1.24
; 7 60.0 0. 33
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The drying rate of 60.0 tons of aggregate per hour gave 
a reasonable pressure drop, as can be seen in Table 6. How- 
jever, the case study was designed for drying 180.0 tons per
Ihour. Therefore, it is proposed here to have 6 packed beds. 
Three of these beds will have the drier exhaust passed through 
them. And the other three will have ambient air passed 
I through them to get preheated before going to the drier furn­
ace. After a certain cycle time, the flows will be switched 
so the beds that were being heated previously will act as 
preheaters and the beds that were preheaters will be heated 
by the hot drier exhaust.
The computer program CASE*F4 was run 10 times for heat­
ing cycles and the corresponding 10 times for cooling cycles 
where the bed design parameters, bed length and diameter, 
were varied. For the heating cycles the humidity of the 
drier exhaust was 0.211 lb ^ O/lb dry gas which corresponds 
to a value of 20.0 for the U*/U ratio when either Eq. (22) 
or Fig. 12 were used. The heating cycle output provides the 
initial conditions for the cooling cycle. The output of the 
cooling cycle makes it possible to calculate the percent 
energy reclaimed for each run. The percent energy reclaimed 
is defined by the following: it is the percent energy
reclaimed from the sensible energy which was available, above 
ambient temperature, in the drier exhaust gas. Ambient, 
here, is defined to be 70.0°F. The computer output for all 
case study runs is found in Appendix E, p. 113.
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Table 7, below, summarizes the design for the case study 
and the percent energy reclaimed when the length and diameter 
of the bed were varied:





Btu's Reclaimed % Energy 
Reclaimed
3.0 1.0 47,736.0 22.0
3.0 2.0 79,376.0 36.6
3.0 3.0 91,372.0 42.2
3.0 5.0 99,491.0 45.9
5.0 1.0 55,896.0 26.0
5.0 2.0 70,992.0 32.8
5.0 3.0 71,808.0 33.1
5.0 5.0 72,624.0 33.5
7.0 3.0 49,572.0 22.9
7.0 5.0 50,796.0 23.4



























1) A ratio of the heat transfer coefficient of partial 
condensation over the regular heat transfer coefficient of 
gas flowing through packed bed was obtained as a function of 
the gas humidity for a humidity range of 0.092 to 0.496




2) The above relation, Eq. (22) , was proved, experi­
mentally, to be independent of gas flow (see Fig. 12, p. £& ).
3) A dual-packed bed system will work as a regenerative 
system where some of the heat stored in a drier exhaust is 
recovered and used to preheat air that goes to the drier 
furnace for combustion.
4) Pressure drop through the bed will influence the 
design parameters such as length and diameter of the bed.
5) The case study results were on the conservative side. 
In real life the energy reclaimed would be even higher because 
when the case study was simulated it was assumed that all the 
water that was condensed during the heating cycle stayed on 
the spheres and was being evaporated during the cooling cycle, 
taking its heat of vaporization from the energy stored in the 
hot spheres. In a practical situation some of the water that 
condenses will go down by gravity and get drained, so the
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energy lost due to vaporization will not be as much and the 
preheated air will not become as humid.
6) The computer program CASE*F4 is fairly general, but 
a value of U*/U, for the particular humidity and flow of the 
drier exhaust, has to be provided as an input datum to the 
program.
7) Simulation using Eq. (22) or Fig. 12, and the computer 
program CASE•F4 is valid when the packing material is ceramic 
spheres or has similar thermal diffusivity to the spheres 
used in this work. Other material with much lower thermal 
diffusivity will result in erroneous conclusions.
8) More work in the range of humidity 0.5 to 1.0 would
be useful, thus simulation of reclamation system will be
' .■St. V 1-
possible for all possible industrial aggregate driers. Most 
existing industrial driers would fall in the range of this 
s tudy, however.
9) No attempt at extrapolation on either end of the line 
in Fig. 1~2 should be made.
10) Optimization study is recommended in which the factors 
influencing the optimum design will be the humidity, flow 
rate, and temperature of the drier exhaust and the pressure 
drop allowed through the bed.
11) When an optimum design is obtained, an economic eval­
uation should be made where all fixed and operating costs are 
considered. The economic evaluation will help in making the 
final conclusion.
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12) It would be valuable to do similar work on a pilot 
plant scale and study the effects of going to a higher scale 
on the conclusions derived from this work.
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NOMENCLATURE
_ 2A = area, ft
3C = concentration, gm-mole/cm
C^ = regression coefficient for Eq. (12)
C 2 = regression coefficient for Eq. (12)
Cp = gas specific heat, Btu/(lb-°F)
Cp ss solid specific heat, Btu/(lb-°F)
D = packed bed diameter, ft
Dp = ceramic spheres diameter, in.
DB = dry bulb temperature, °F
2D = diffusivity of water vapor into air, cm /secAB
G = mass velocity per unit of cross-sectional area,
lbs/(ft2-hr)
h = heat transfer coefficient between gas and a stack
of spheres, Btu/(hr-ft^-°F)
H = humidity of gas stream, lbs I^O/lb dry gas
I = position node for the finite difference model, 1.0
in.for THESIS•F4 and 0.5 ft for CASE*F4
J = time node for the finite difference model, hr
kg = thermal conductivity of gas, Btu/(hr-ft-°F)
k = thermal conductivity of solid, Btu/(hr-ft-°F)
2k = mass transfer coefficient, gm-mole/(sec-cm )mass ^
L = length of bed, ft
Ma  = molecular weight of water
= molecular weight of air
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NpR = Prandtl number (= C^y/k), dimensionless
N = Reynolds number (= DG/y), dimensionless
NST = staton number (= Nu/CN^-Npj^) = h/Cp-C^-v)), dimen­
sionless
Pp = gas pressure, atm
p — vapor pressure of water vapor around a sphere, atm
P̂ ,A = critical pressure of water vapor, atm
P ^  = critical pressure of air, atm
PQ-PL = pressure drop across one foot of bed, psi
Q = heat flow rate, Btu/hr
rD = volume of packing material/area of packing material,D
T.C. = a symbol for thermocouple
Tg = gas temperature, °F
Tg = solid temperature, °F
Tdew = ̂ew P0:*-nt temperature, °F
T^a  = critical temperature of water vapor, °K 
= critical temperature of air, °K 
= inlet temperature of cold stream, °F 
= inlet temperature of hot stream, °F 
= average outlet temperature of cold stream, °F 
t ” — average outlet temperature of hot stream, °F
U = overall heat transfer coefficient, Btu/(hr-ft2-°F)
U* = partial condensation heat transfer coefficient,
3
Btu/(hr-ft2-°F)
V = volume increment of bed, ft
v = gas velocity, ft/hr
w = mass flow rate, lb/hr
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W = water evaporation rate, gm-mole/sec
Wg = wet bulb temperature, °F
XQ = water-vapor mole fraction around spheres
X_. = water-vapor mole fraction in bulk stream
e = bed void fraction, dimensionless
3p = gas density, lb/fty 3p = solid density, lb/ftO
X = regenerator size, dimensionless
T = regenerator period, dimensionless
<f> = regenerator efficiency, dimensionless
p = viscosity, lb/(hr-ft)
0 = mass transfer coefficient correction factor for high
mass transfer rate
A t  = time increment, hr
A T  = temperature difference, °F
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APPENDIX A
Table Al: Orifice Calibration (15.0 min readings)
Manometer 
Pressure Drop 
(in. of H 2 O)
Flow, ft^/hr % Max. Difference 
From Avg.First Second Third Average
0.25 49.1 50. 4 51.0 50.2 2.2
0.50 69.6 68.6 68.8 69.0 0.9
0.75 86.4 86.0 88.4 86.9 1.7
1.00 97.6 99.2 100.0 98.9 1.3
1.50 120.4 125.2 124. 8 123.5 2.5
2.00 139.6 143.2 144.6 142.5 2.0
2.50 157.2 157.6 158.0 157.6 0.3
3.00 169.2 171. 6 172.0 170.9 1.0
4.00 190.8 194.6 195.6 19 3.7 1.0
5.00 210.8 212,0 214. 8 212.5 1.1
6.00 224.8 230. 4 232.0 229.1 1.9
7.00 237.2 247.6 244.4 243.1 2.4
8.00 248.4 257.2 255.2 253.6 2.1
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APPENDIX B
■ Table Bl: Experimental Temperature Profiles for Run #1















1 145.0 127.0 105.0 150.0 169.0 174.0
2 155. 0 130.0 107.0 140.0 167.0 172.0
3 170.0 135.0 110.0 132.0 159.0 169.0
4 171.0 152.0 114.0 125.0 150.0 165.0
5 172.0 167.0 122.0 120.0 147.0 162.0
6 173.0 170.0 140.0 116.0 143.0 157.0
7 174.0 172.0 164.0 112.0 136.0 154.0
8 174.0 173.0 171.0 110.0 133.0 151.0
9 174.0 174.0 173.0 106.0 130. 0 149.0
10 174. 0 174.0 174.0 105.0 125.0 146.0
Table B2: Experimental Temperature Profiles for Run #2
















1 151.0 130.0 112.0 158.0 160.0 160.0
2 157.0 134.0 116.0 140.0 156.0 158.0
3 160. 0 136.0 118.0 126.0 154.0 157.0
4 160.0 143.0 120.0 121.0 150.0 156. 0
5 160.0 151.0 125.0 115.0 143.0 155.0
6 160.0 157.0 132.0 110.0 140. 0 153.0
7 160.0 160.0 139.0 106.0 135.0 151.0
8 160. 0 160.0 149.0 102.0 130.0 150.0
9 160.0 160.0 158.0 100.0 126.0 146.0
10 160.0 160. 0 159.0 98.0 122.0 143.0
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1 135.0 123. 0 95.0 141.0 145.0 145.0
2 136.0 126.0 98.0 126.0 145.0 145.0
3 140.0 127.0 100.0 121.0 143.0 145.0
4 144.0 130.0 105.0 113.0 140.0 145.0
5 145.0 132.0 108.0 107.0 138.0 145.0
6 145. 0 135.0 112.0 103. 0 135.0 145.0
7 145.0 140.0 118.0 100.0 132.0 145.0
8 145. 0 144.0 122.0 100.0 130.0 145.0
9 145.0 145.0 127.0 98.0 128.0 143.0
10 145.0 145.0 132.0 96.0 125.0 141.0
11 145. 0 145.0 141.0 94.0 122.0 140.0
12 145. 0 145.0 145.0 93.0 120.0 139.0
Table B4: Experimental Temperature Profiles for Run #4 

















1 130.0 110.0 91.0 130.0 145.0 150.0
2 142.0 115.0 95.0 115.0 138.0 149.0
3 147.0 128.0 99.0 104.0 132.0 146.0
4 150.0 140.0 104.0 98.0 125.0 143.0
5 150.0 148.0 116.0 92.0 118.0 138.0
6 150.0 150.0 136.0 88.0 112.0 132.0
7 150.0 150.0 145.0 85.0 108.0 129.0
8 150. 0 150.0 150.0 84.0 104. 0 125.0
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Table B5: Experimental Temperature-Profiles for Run;#5 •
















1 125.0 103. 0 87.0 125.0 141.0 152.0
2 140. 0 105. 0 90.0 113.0 134.0 150.0
3 143.0 114.0 92.0 102.0 131.0 148.0
4 143.0 129.0 95.0 95.0 123.0 145.0
5 143.0 140.0 98.0 90.0 118.0 144.0
6 144.0 143.0 111.0 87.0 112.0 142.0
7 145.0 145. 0 131. 0 83.0 106.0 140.0
8 145.0 145.0 140.0 81.0 101.0 137.0
9 145.0 145.0 143.0 80.0 100.0 135.0
Table B6: Experimental Temperature Profiles for Run #6 
















1 90.0 80.0 80.0 125.0 135.0 157.0
2 105.0 80.0 80.0 113.0 132.0 157.0
3 125.0 81. 0 80.0 101.0 130.0 152.0
4 133.0 85.0 80.0 96.0 126. 0 150.0
5 133. 0 90.0 80.0 93.0 119.0 150.0
6 133. 0 100.0 80.0 90.0 111.0 148.0
7 133. 0 115.0 80.0 85.0 102.0 144.0
8 133. 0 125.0 82.0 83.0 99.0 142.0
9 133.0 131.0 85.0 82.0 95.0 140.0
10 133. 0 133.0 91.0
11 133.0 133.0 105.0
12 133.0 133.0 118.0
13 133.0 133.0 127.0
14 133. 0 133.0 130.0
15 133.0 133.0 133.0
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Table B7: Experimental Temperature Profiles for Run #7








T.C. # 1 5  
(°F)
T.C. #15 





1 108. 0 94.0 80.0 130.0 138.0 140.0
2 128.0 98.0 84.0 110.0 132.0 138.0
3 135.0 105.0 86.0 98.0 123.0 136.0
4 140.0 120.0 90.0 88.0 112.0 132.0
5 140. 0 134.0 100.0 84.0 105. 0 128.0
6 140.0 137.0 115.0 80.0 100.0 123.0
7 140. 0 138.0 133.0 77.0 94.0 119.0
8 140.0 140.0 140.0 75.0 90.0 115. 0
Table B8: Experimental Temperature Profiles for Run #8 













1 130.0 97.0 85.0 110.0 128.0 165.0
2 131.0 107.0 87.0 100.0 125.0 160.0
3 131.0 120.0 93.0 91.0 114.0 155.0
4 132.0 130.0 97.0 85.0 108.0 151.0
5 132.0 130.0 101.0 82.0 101.0 150.0
6 133.0 131.0 128.0 80.0 96.0 146.0
7 134.0 133.0 130.0 79.0 89.0 143.0
8 134.0 133.0 132.0 78.0 85.0 139.0
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Table B9: Experimental Temperature Profiles for Run #9
















1 114.0 93.0 81.0 107.0 124.0 124.0
2 127. 0 97.0 82.0 98.0 122.0 124.0
3 126.0 107.0 85.0 90.0 115.0 123.0
4 126.0 115.0 87.0 83.0 108.0 122.0
5 126.0 125.0 95.0 80.0 103.0 120.0
6 125. 0 125.0 105.0 78.0 97.0 117.0
7 125.0 125.0 117.0 77.0 92.0 114.0
8 125.0 125.0 121.0 77.0 89.0 110.0
9 125. 0 125.0 124.0 77.0 87.0 106.0
Table BIO: Experimental Temperature Profiles for Run #10 













1 144.0 128.0 111. 0 155.0 169.0 170.0
2 155.0 130.0 114.0 142.0 165.0 170.0
3 165.0 136.0 116.0 130.0 155.0 168.0
4 168.0 150.0 120.0 122.0 150.0 165.0
5 170. 0 165.0 125.0 117.0 145.0 160.0
6 170. 0 168.0 140.0 115.0 . 139.0 156.0
7 170.0 170.0 160.0 110.0 133.0 154.0
8 170.0 170.0 167.0 109.0 130.0 152.0
9 170.0 170.0 169.0 107.0 129.0 149.0
10 170.0 • 170.0 170.0 105.0 122.0 148.0
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Table Bll: Experimental Temperature_Profiles for Run #11
















1 110.0 85.0 77.0 106.0 125.0 125.0
| 2 120.0 90.0 79.0 96.0 121.0 123.0
3 125. 0 102.0 80.0 88.0 114.0 122.0
4 125.0 110.0 83.0 80.0 107.0 121.0
5 125.0 117.0 87.0 78.0 102.0 120.0
6 125.0 122.0 95.0 77.0 . 95.0 116.0
7 125.0 125.0 105.0 75.0 90.0 115. 0
8 125. 0 125.0 115.0 75.0 86.0 111.0
9 125.0 125.0 123.0 75.0 85.0 107.0
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Table C2: Inlet Temperature During Heating and Cooling 


















1 130.0 174.0 3.0 140.0 87.0 3.0
2 135.0 160.0 2.0 100.0 80.0 2.0
3 130.0 145.0 2.0 95.0 80.0 1.0
4 123.0 150.0 2.0 75.0 75.0 0.0
5 135.0 160.0 9.0 80.0 80.0 0.0
6 100. 0 133.0 3.0 82.0 82.0 0.0
7 100.0 141.0 3.0 75.0 75.0 0.0
8 135.0 175.0 8.0 79.0 78.0 1.0
9 104.0 125.0 1.0 85.0 75.0 1.0
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Table C3: Theoretical Temperature Profiles for Run #1
















1 143.0 131.0 104. 0 141.0 169.0 174.0
2 152. 0 134.0 106.0 131.0 163.0 - 173.0
3 166.0 138.0 109.0 123.0 158.0 172.0
4 173.0 151.0 111.0 117.0 153.0 170.0
5 174.0 171.0 116.0 110.0 148.0 167.0
6 174. 0 174.0 133.0 106.0 144.0 164.0
7 174.0 174.0 168.0 105.0 135.0 161.0
8 174.0 174.0 174.0 104.0 135.0 159.0
9 174.0 174.0 174.0 104.0 129.0 156.0
10 174.0 174.0 174.0 104.0 122.0 153.0
Table C4: Theoretical Temperature Profiles for Run #2 













1 144.0 133.0 108.0 140.0 159.0 160.0
2 152.0 135.0 111.0 131.0 156.0 160.0
3 157.0 140.0 117.0 124.0 153.0 160.0
4 159.0 148.0 122.0 118.0 150.0 159.0
5 160.0 154.0 128.0 112.0 147.0 159.0
6 160.0 157.0 140.0 108.0 143.0 158.0
7 160.0 159.0 149.0 108.0 140.0 157.0
8 160.0 159.0 154.0 107.0 136.0 155.0
9 160.0 160.0 157.0 107.0 132.0 153.0
10 160.0 160.0 159.0 107.0 127.0 152.0
T 1831

















1 134. 0 125.0 91.0 128.0 144.0 145.0
2 138.0 127.0 93.0 122.0 143.0 145.0
3 141.0 131.0 97.0 117.0 141.0 145.0
4 143. 0 134.0 102.0 113.0 140.0 145.0
5 144.0 137.0 107.0 109.0 138.0 145.0
6 144.0 139.0 117.0 105.0 .135.0 145.0
7 145.0 141.0 125.0 100.0 133.0 144.0
8 145. 0 142.0 131.0 97.0 131.0 143.0
9 145.0 143.0 135.0 94.0 129.0 143.0
10 145.0 144.0 138.0 94.0 126.0 142.0
11 145. 0 144.0 140.0 94.0 124.0 141.0
12 145. 0 144.0 141.0 93.0 121.0 140.0
Table C6: Theoretical Temperature Profiles for Run #4 
















1 129.0 114.0 95.0 121.0 146.0 150.0
2 141.0 119.0 99.0 111.0 141.0 149.0
3 147.0 128.0 105.0 103.0 136.0 148.0
4 149. 0 140.0 110.0 96.0 131.0 146.0
5 149.0 145.0 121.0 90.0 126.0 144.0
6 149. 0 148.0 136.0 87.0 121.0 142.0
7 150.0 149.0 143.0 87.0 116.0 139.0
8 150.0 149.0 147.0 87.0 111.0 136.0
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Table C7: Theoretical Temperature Profiles for Run #5
















1 130.0 105.0 88.0 117.0 140.0 150.0
2 136.0 111.0 90.0 109.0 136.0 146.0
3 140.0 122.0 93.0 102.0 132.0 143.0
4 143.0 132.0 97.0 96.0 127.0 141.0
5 145.0 138.0 105.0 90.0 123.0 139.0
6 146.0 142.0 120.0 86.0 .118.0 137.0
7 147.0 144.0 132.0 86.0 114.0 135.0
8 148.0 144.0 138.0 85.0 110.0 133.0
9 149.0 145.0 142.0 85.0 106.0 130.0
Table C8: Theoretical Temperature Profiles for Run #6 
















1 91.0 81.0 80.0 114.0 133.0 150.0
2 104.0 82.0 80.0 106.0 130.0 149.0
3 118.0 84.0 80.0 100.0 127.0 148.0
4 126.0 87.0 80.0 95.0 123.0 147.0
5 130.0 93.0 81.0 90.0 120.0 146.0
6 131.0 101.0 82.0 85.0 116.0 144.0
7 132.0 115.0 83.0 80.0 109.0 142.0
8 132.0 123.0 86.0 80.0 106.0 140.0
9 133.0 128.0 91.0 80.0 102.0 139.0
10 133.0 130.0 99.0
11 133.0 131.0 112.0
12 133.0 132.0 121.0
13 133.0 132.0 126.0
14 133.0 132.0 129.0
15 133.0 133. 0 .131.0
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Table C9: Theoretical Temperature Profiles for Run #7
















1 109. 0 100.0 83.0 108.0 132.0 140.0
2 120.0 104.0 86.0 98.0 126.0 138.0
3 132.0 109.0 90.0 91.0 121.0 136.0
4 138.0 120.0 96.0 84.0 115.0 133.0
5 139.0 132.0 102.0 80.0 110.0 130.0
6 140. 0 136.0 117.0 79.0 •105.0 127.0
7 140.0 138.0 130.0 79.0 100.0 124.0
8 140.0 139.0 135. 0 78.0 95.0 120.0
Table CIO: Theoretical Temperature Profiles for Run #8 
















1 127.0 101.0 84.0 106.0 127.0 157.0
2 129.0 108.0 86.0 97.0 123.0 154.0
3 131.0 119.0 91.0 90.0 118.0 152.0
4 134.0 124.0 98.0 84.0 113.0 149.0
5 136.0 126.0 109.0 79.0 109.0 147.0
6 139.0 127.0 119.0 79.0 104.0 145.0
7 142. 0 128.0 123.0 79.0 99.0 142.0
8b. 145.0 128.0 126.0 79.0 94.0 140.0 .
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Table Cll: Theoretical Temperature Profiles for Run #9
















1 114.0 98.0 83.0 103.0 122.0 125.0
2 120.0 101.0 87.0 95.0 119.0 125.0
3 122.0 107.0 90.0 88.0 115.0 124.0
4 123.0 115.0 94.0 82.0 111.0 123.0
5 124.0 120.0 99.0 78.0 106.0 121.0
6 124.0 122.0 105.0 78.0 102.0 120.0
7 124.0 123.0 114.0 78.0 96.0 118.0
8 124.0 123.0 119.0 78.0 94.0 115.0
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APPENDIX D
Table Dl: Humidity Correction for 5,700.0 ft Elevation,
i
in Grains of Water (22) .
WB, °F Grains WB, °F Grains WB, °F Grains WB, °F Grains
60.0 19.17 80.0 39.49 100.0 79.45 -120.0 160.85
61.0 19.90 81.0 40.94 101.0 82.34 121. 0 166.86
62.0 20.62 82.0 42. 38 102.0 85.23 122.0 172.87
63.0 21.44 83.0 43.93 103.0 88.26 123.0 179.41
64.0 22.25 84.0 45.48 104.0 91.29 124.0 185.95
65.0 23.20 85.0 47.11 105.0 94.62 125.0 193.06
66.0 23. 89 86.0 48.75 106.0 97.96 126.0 200.18
67.0 24. 81 87.0 50.47 107.0 101.52 127.0 207.87
68.0 25.72 88.0 52.20 108. 0 105.08 128.0 215.56
69.0 26.79 89.0 54.13. 109.0 108.87 129.0 223.98
70.0 27.65 90.0 56.06 110.0 112.66 130.0 232.39
71.0 28.71 91.0 58.12 111.0 116.91 131.0 244.41
72.0 29.76 92.0 60.19 112.0 121.77 132.0 250.73
73.0 30. 82 93.0 62. 36 113.0 125.57 133.0 260.73
74.0 31. 88 94.0 64.53 114.0 129.96 134.0 276.73
75.0 33.04 95.0 66. 80 115.0 134.64 135.0 281.67
76.0 34.19 96.0 69.06 116.0 139.32 136.0 292.62
77.0 35.50 97.0 71.52 117.0 144.46 137.0 304.67
78.0 36. 80 98.0 73.98 118.0 149.60 138.0 316.72
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Case study runs were numbered as shown in Table El
below:







Case 1 3.0 1.0
Case 2 3.0 2.0
Case 3 3.0 3.0
Case 4 3.0 5.0
Case 5 5.0 1.0
Case 6 5.0 2.0
Case 7 5.0 3.0
Case 8 5.0 5.0
Case 9 7.0 3.0
Case 10 7.0 o•in
Five minutes simulation was considered for all runs, 
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The computer program, CASE• F4, is fairly conversational 
and simple to use. To input data needs only to answer ques­
tions that will be asked when the program is being executed. 
Output is presented in four lines for each minute of actual 
process that was simulated. First line gives the inlet tem­
perature to the bed followed by the temperature, in °F, of 
gas leaving each increment in the bed (1/2 ft is the height 
of each increment). The second line is the temperature, in 
°F, of solids in each bed increment. The third line gives 
the humidity, in lbs I^O/lb dry gas, of the stream leaving 
the packed bed. The fourth line gives the total amount of 
water, in milliliters, that was condensed or evaporated dur­
ing the heating or cooling cycles respectively.
Before executing the program the user should store part 
of the needed data in two separate files: the first file
should be named FOROl-DAT and should have the initial con­
dition temperatures of spheres in each bed increment separ­
ated by commas. The following is an illustration of how to 
make the file.
^ MAKE FOR01.DAT




where T^, T 2 / ... etc. are the initial temperatures of spheres 
in the first bed increment, second bed increment, ... etc.
The second file will be made in a similar fashion except 
it should have the name FOR02.DAT and it should have the 
initial water thickness, in milliliters, that is available on 
the sphere's surface area of each bed increment. These thick­
nesses should also be separated by commas.
Execution and Inputting of Data
The following will illustrate how to execute and commun­
icate data. The questions normally are not numbered but here, 
they will be numbered for reference in the discussion that 
will follow:
^ EX CASE.F 4
____________________________  Message that will be
____________________________  given by the system
1) WHAT IS THIS CYCLE? TYPE "0.0" FOR HEATING; 
TYPE "2.0" FOR COOLING
2) NUMBER OF INCREMENTS, (0.5 FT EACH) =
3) BED RADIUS, IN. =
4) SPHERES DIAMETER, IN. =
5) INITIAL INLET TEMPERATURE, °F =
6) STEADY STATE INLET TEMP, °F =
7) CYCLE TIME, MIN. =
8) TIME FOR INLET TEMP TO REACH SS, MIN =
T 1831 121
9) GAS FLOW, CU FT/HR =
10) HUMIDITY, LB H20/LB DRY AIR =
11) U*/U =
1) The first question is to determine whether this com­
puter run is for heating or cooling cycle. It will wait for 
the user to type 0.0 or 2.0.
2) The second question is about the number of 0.5 ft 
bed increments. As an example if the height of the bed is 4.0 
feet then the number of increments will be 8.0.
3) The packed bed radius in inches.
4) The solid spheres diameter in inches. It is not 
recommended to use spheres of a diameter larger than 1.0 inch.
5) Gas inlet temperature may be constant or changing; 
however, the answer for question 5 will be the value of the 
inlet gas temperature at time zero before the start of a cycle.
6) If the inlet temperature is changing then the answer 
to question 6 will be the gas inlet temperature at steady 
state. But if the gas inlet doesn't reach steady state then 
the answer to question 6 will be the gas inlet temperature at 
the end of the cycle. If the gas inlet temperature doesn't 
change at all, then the answer to question 6 will be exactly 
the same as the answer for question 5 above.
7) The cycle time in minutes.
8) The time needed before the gas inlet temperature 
reaches a steady state.
39) The gas flow in ft /hr.
T 1831 122
10) The inlet gas humidity, lbs I^O/lb dry air.
11) The value of U*/U.
Code for Computer Program CASE-F4
2A = Spheres area m  one increment of bed, ft . Also it
is a constant in subroutine HUMID and TDEWPT 
AIRMAS = Air mass flow rate, lbs/hr
AIRMOL = Air gm-mole flowing in one increment of time, gm-mole
AIRPC = Air critical pressure, atm
AIRTC = Air critical temperature, °K
AK = Number of bed increments of 1/2 ft height
ALOG = Natural logarithm function in FORTRAN.4
Ci = Constants used in subroutines TDEWPT or HUMID; i =
I, 2, ... 6 (see Table 1, p. g)
Cjj = Constants used in subroutines TDEWPT or HUMID; jj =
II, 22, 33, 44, 55, and 66 (see; Table 1, p. 8)
CON = Air concentration
CPG = Air specific heat, Btu/(lb °F)
CPMIX = Steam and air mixture specific heat, Btu/(lb-°F)
CPSO = Spheres specific heat, Btu/(lb-°F)
CPST = Steam specific heat, Btu/(lb-°F)
2CROSSA = Bed cross sectional area, ft
oDAB = Diffusivity of water vapor into air, cm /sec -
DELQ = Heat that is needed to raise solids temperature to
that temperature which was calculated by using u*, 
Btu. DELQ has an upper limit which is the equivalent 
heat to that heat that would be released if all water 
















Time increment calculated by the stability criteria, hr 
Inlet gas temperature total change, if any, °F 
Time that during which the inlet temperature is 
changing linearly, min
Inlet gas temperature change in one increment of time, 
DELT, °F
A flag variable to print a brief description of the 
output format. If the user needs the description 
then the value of DESCRP should be = 1.0; otherwise, 
it should be = -1.0
3Density of gas, lbs/ft
The name of the subroutine that calculates water vapor 
diffusivity into air
3Density of steam and air mixture, lbs/ft
3Density of solids, lbs/ft
3Density of steam, lbs/ft
Void fraction in the bed, dimensionless 
A correction on the number of water gm-moles that 
were evaporated when the bulk stream water concen­
tration becomes larger than the film water concen­
tration in a specific increment of time. The correc­
tion will allow evaporation until the bulk water 
concentration becomes equal to the water vapor con­
centration around spheres 
The milliliters equivalence of EXTRA 
A flag used for determining whether the cycle is 





















Total gaseous mixture flow, gas and steam, ft'Vhr 
Mass velocity per unit of cross-sectional area, lb/ 
(ft2-hr)
3Gas flow, ft /hr
Condensation heat transfer coefficient, Btu/(hr-ft^-°F) 
The ratio of v*/v, dimensionless
The name of the subroutine that calculates the heat 
transfer coefficient of gas flowing through a packed 
bed
Humidity of gas leaving an increment of bed at the 
end of an increment of time, lbs ^O/Clb dry air)
The same as HUM except it is subscripted for position 
in the bed
The inlet, to the bed, gas humidity, lbs ^O/flb dry 
air)
The name of the subroutine that calculates the
humidity as a function of the dew point temperature
Heat of vaporization of water, Btu/lb
Amount of water that was condensed in one increment
of bed during one increment of time, lbs
3Water vapor flow, ft /hr
Water vapor mass flow rate, lbs/hr
Amount of water that was available in the mixture
during one increment of time, lbs
Total water vapor that was condensed, mis
Water vapor critical pressure, atm

















Total water vapor that was condensed, lbs
Amount of water that was evaporated in one increment
of bed during one increment of time, mis
Position in bed, 0.5 ft increments
4 which is the device number for inputting data
4 which is the device number for writing results
The film, around spheres, temperature rounded to
nearest integer value, °C
Time increment, sec
Number of increments in the bed length + 1.0 (each 
increment should be 0.5 ft). Example: if we have
a bed of 6.0 ft length then K = 12 + 1 = 13). This 
is needed because the entrance to the bed is numbered
by "I" and not by "0"
The name of the subroutine tha?t calculates the mass 
transfer coefficient
The number of iterations that have to be done before 
printing any results (which should be the equiva­
lent of one minute of actual process)
Absolute pressure of gas, atm 
3.14159
The heat that will be lost from spheres to vaporize 
water in one increment of bed during one increment 
of time, Btu 
Packed bed radius, in.
A mole fraction ratio used for mass transfer coef­
ficient correction
T 1831 126
SA = Area of one sphere, ft2
SD Sphere diameter, in.
SPHERES = Number of spheres in one volume increment of bed
SQRT = Square root function in FORTRAN-4
! SR Sphere radius, ft
SUM A summation variable used in several locations in
the program
SUMMLS = Sum of water that was evaporated throughout the bed
and for the time duration, mis
SUMVAP = Sum of water that was evaporated throughout the bed
and for one time increment, mis
3SV = Sphere volume, ft
TC = Film temperature, °C
TDEW = Dew point temperature, °F
TDEWPT = The name of the subroutine that calculates the dew
point temperature 
TG(I,J)= Gas temperature, °F. "I" refers to position in bed
and "J" refers to the time increment 
THETA = A correction that has to be multiplied by the mass
transfer coefficient to account for high mass transfer 
rate
THICK(I)=Water thickness in one increment of bed and is rep­
resented by the total milliliters of water that is
around the spheres
TIM = A time counter to check whether the steady state
time for the inlet temperature was reached or not
T 1831 127
TIME = Cycle time, min
TIMESS = Time for inlet temperature to get to a steady state, 
min
TIN = Initial gas inlet temperature, °F
TINSS = Gas steady state inlet temperature, °F
TS(I,J)= Spheres temperature, °F. "I" refers to position in
the bed, and "J" refers to the time increment
3V = Bed increment volume, ft
VAPMOL = gm-moles of water vapor that evaporated throughout 
the bed in one time increment, gm-moles 
VAPP(ITC)= Vapor pressure of water, mm Hg, where ITC is the
temperature at which the vapor pressure is desired. 
ITC have the range of 11.0 to 100.0°C 
VG = Gas viscosity9 l b / ( h r - f t )
VISMIX = Mixture viscosity, l b / ( h r - f t )
VP = Vapor pressure of water, atm
VST = Steam viscosity
W = Mass flow of gas, lb/hr
X = Film temperature, °F
XB = Water vapor mole fraction in bulk stream
pXK = Mass transfer coefficient gm-mole/(sec-cm )
XKG = Thermal conductivity of gas, Btu/(hr-ft-°F)
XKMIX = Thermal conductivity of mixture, Btu/(hr-ft-°F)
XKST = Thermal conductivity of steam, Btu/(hr-ft-°F)





NSTEP = Number of time increments that are needed for 
one minute time 




DIMENSION TG< 15.2) , rs<15.2 ) , IH ICKC15 ) . VAPF ( 93) .HU M c d S )C * *=■«■**,» a a » tf o „ # a* «***« © 4 *« tnnnnnnn, a ##* * * A*,, <
C WATER VAPOR- RNEI SSURE S EC T I ON
O at A (VAPP(I), 1=11,90)/9.844,10.518,11.231,11.987,12-.780,13.634
1 , 14. 53,15.477,16.477,17.535,13.65,19.527,21.0 66,22.377,23.756,
2 25,209,26,739.26.349,30.043,31.824,33.695,35.663,37.729,39.89 8,
3 42.175,44.563,4 7.067,49.692.52,442,55.324,58.34,61.5,64.8,60,26
4 71.88,75.65,79.6,83.71,8 8.2 8,9 2.52,9 7.2,102.09,107.2,112,51,
5 it8.04,123.8.129.62.136.08,142.6,149,38,156.43,163.77,171.38,6 179,31,187.54,19 6-09,204,96,214,17,223.73,233.7,243.9,254.6,
7 265.7.277.2.209.1-301.4,314.1 .327.3> 341,0,355.1,369.7,384.9,
8 40.3.6,416.8. 433.6«4 50.9,468.7,487*1>506.1,525.76/
DATA COMMUNICATION SECTION
I N = 4 
I OUT = 4
WRITE!IOUT.900)
WRITE!I O UT,905)
R E A D (IN,9103FLAG 
WRITE!I OUT,915)
READ!IN,910)TIN 
WRITE!I O U T ,917)
READ! I N ,910)T I NSS 
WRITE!10UT,920)
HEAD! IN.910)TI ME 














00 10 1=2,15 
10 TS(I,1)=TG(I,1)
C COMST a NTS S E C ' ion





V=(PI*R*«2*i,0)#U, 0/ (12.2 # 12 .0*12,2 > > 
SVa(4„fl/3f.j)*Pl*(SR**3)
SPHCRS3(l.^«E)*V/bV 


















A I RTC = 132 * 5 
H20TC=647,4 
A I RPC = 3 6 ,4 
H20pC=218•3
C O N M .  4624* (10.0)** ~5«0
XNSTEP?0f0 
SUM 30 • 0 
H2QT0T = 0,0 
SUMHLS=0,0 
X8=0.0 




C 2 = 5 ,58591 





C 5 = 5 ,23383 
C55s0.17389 
06 = 5 . 21444 
066=7.05879
£ » * * * * * * * : n <8- »■ 4* * « r, * * * •»
c MAIM PROGRAM '
CALL. H T R A M G F  iDG»W#HUM#VG»VST #CF^»C^Sl # C Pf' I X # U M 1 X , 
1 XKG,XKST»Sn»CR0S6A*H)
1831
CAl L T D E r f P T C H U M . C U C l I j C E ' C Z Z  , C 3 > C 3 J » C 4 , C 4  4 , C ‘> , C 5 5 , C 6 . C 6 6 , T D E W )
TD=TDEW
H S T A R s H * HS T AR F  
W R P E C  I OUT , 460 )
WRITEt IOUT,950)
HRITE<I 0 U T ,910)H 





XM = T!ME/(60.0*DEl.r )
M = I NT(XM)








17 IF(FLAG.GT,1,0)GO TO 500















1 , C6.C66.TDEW, TlN5S.Hl'r;CTY,l-UK>
GO To 22
2 ’ CALL T0EWPT(HUM,Cl,Oil,C2»C2<.C3»C33,C4,C4 4,C5,C55,C6.C66,T0E w )
22 Call HTRaN( GF , or,, W , HUM, vr,, VST , CPU, CPS I , CPP IX.OH I X ,
1 XXC,XXST ,SD,CROt>SA,H)
00 40 1=2,11
TG(I>. 2>=T5(!»1) ♦W*DtL' / (E*V»CY IX >•( TGCI-l,l)-G<l,l))
1 -H»A»OELT/(LeV*u;UX*CPN IX )• ( TGt I , 1 )-TS < I', 1 ) 7
1 F ( TG( I ,2) ,LE. TDEVi )G0 TO 30
T S (I,2)=TS < I,1)*H*a *0ELT/((l.C-E)»V«0S()»CFS0)«< TG( I ,1) - I S(I,1))
GO TO 35
1831
30 i r S ( I , 2 ) = T S ( ! , l ) - » - H b T A R * A * : . l t L T / ( ( l #e - E ) « V « D S 0 * C F - S 0 ) *
1 <TG(I>1)-T S ( I #1) )
D E L Q ~ < 1 * 0 ~ E ) * V » D S U * C P S O * < T S ( I * 2 ) - T S C I > 1 > >
H 2 0 M I X s G F * 0 G * 0 £ L T * H U M  
N20=DELQ/NVAP 
i F < H 2 0 . U T . H 2 0 M i X ) & 0  TO 32  
D E L 3 = H 2 0 M t X * H V A P




H U M r ( G F » p G # 0 t L T # H U M ~ H 2 0 ) / < G F * C G « O E L T >
CALL TnEWPT ( HUNi, Ci , C11, £2 » C22 ,03»C 3 2 ,C 4 ,C 4 4 ,C 5 #C 5 5 ,C 6 ,C 6 6 ,TOEW) 






' I F < N . E Q . N S T E P > G O  T q  4 5
GO TO 2 5
4 5 W R J T E <  I O U T ,  9 4 5 )  < Tli U  • 1 > , I » l  >'11 > 2 )
W R I T E  < I O U T . 9 4 6 ) ( T S ( 1 , 1 ) , 1 = 3 > 1 1 1 2 )
W R I T E U O U T , 9 1 0 > H 2 O M L S  
W R 1 T E ( I 0 U T , 9 l l > H U M
IF( J . E Q * M ) G 0 TO 6V0 
GO TO 20
C COOLI NG CYCLE S E C T I C n
503 N~0
525 J = J + i 
XB = £, O 
S U M V A P s 0 #0 
h u m s h u m d t y
c a l l  HTRAN<GF>OG»W,Hlj^>VG>VST »CP«>CPS1,c p f i x ,d m i x ,
1 XKG.XKST,SD*CROSSA,H)
XJ-J
t i m =x j *o e l t
IF<TIM.GF..DELTIM)G0 TO 526 
TG(1,1)=TIN+XJ«0ELT1N 
GO tq 527
5 2 6  T G C 1 f 1 ) s T I N 3 S
527 00 543 I=2»i5 
TGtI,2)=TG(I,l)+W*0EL>/(L«V«CN'IX)«(TG(I'-lil)"rG(I,l))
1 -K*A*0ELT/<E*V*DMIX»CP'':1XH (TGU,i)"TS(I,l)v 
TS(I,2)=TS(1*1)+H»a*OELT/((l.e-E)«V«OSO*CFSO)^<TG(I»l)-IS.(I»l)) 
IF(THICK(I) ,E0,3 ,P )G0 TO 5 3 9  ' "
Xa(T3( I , D * T G (  I » 1 } )/2.0
CALL 01FFUS(X»H20 1 C* AlRTC>H2C.PCrAIRPC#P>0AB)












.........CALCULATION OK EVAPORATION RATE. USING L Q U j, 21. 2~26(R I RD )
T C = ( X - 3 2 , 0 ) / l . d  
I 1 C - T C
VPsVAPPC!TC)/7b0. 0 
X ? s V P / P
I K i X0,L E ,X 3) G0 TO 537
GO TO 5 1 4
H U M C ( I ) -H U M C ( I~l>
GO TO 5 3 8
RAR = f ( XO^X'3 ) /  ( 1 .  0 - X 0  ) )
T H r T A = AIG 0 ( R A R +1 - 0 ) / R A 3
H20VaPsXK*TMETa *<A*v50 . 48**2 . 2)*<(X3-XB)/(1.0-X0))«OELT<*3600.0*18. 
I F (M20VAP,GT ,ThICK(I))GO Tn 533 
QL.0ST = H20VAP/454.W<>HVAP
T S ( I , 2 ) = T S ( I  , 2 )  - Q L O b T /  ( ( 1 .  0 -  i ) * V  *C SC * CPS  0 )
TH I C K ( I ) * T H I C K  < I ) " H2 QVa P  
3UMVAP = SUMVAP- ,’ H20 V aP 
S U M M L S = S y M M l  S ^ H 2 0 V a P 
V A P M 0 L = S U M V A P / 1 3 . »
X 8 ? V A P M 0 L / ( V A P M O L * A l R M O L )
I F < X B #L T , X 0 ) G O  TO 5 2 9
EXTRA = A l R Md L * ( X 8 » C l . 0 - X 0 ) - * X 0 «  ( 1 . 0 - X B  ) > / <  < 1 , 0 - X B  > *  (1. .  0 - X & > >
V A P M 0 L s V A p fi 0 L ■" E X T K a 
E X T R A M = E X T R A * 1 8 » 0 
XB = X0
S U M M L S s S U M M L S - E X . ' AM 
SUHVAPaSUMVAP- ' EXTHA-M 
T H I C K f I > s T H I C K ( I ) + E X T R A M
T S ( J # 2 ) ~ T S ( I  , 2 ) + E X T H A M / 4  5 4 #- 0 * h V A P / (  ( 1 ,  0 - E  ) » V * D S Q * C P S O  )
H U M C C I ) s V A P M 0 L * 1 8 . 3 / ( A I R M C L * 2 9 . Z )
G0 10 536
H 2 0 V A P * T H ' I C K <  I ) -r
Q L 0 S T s H2 0 V A P / 4 5 4 . t f *HVAP
T S(  I , 2 > = T S <  I , 2 ) - Q L O S T / ( ( 1 , 0 - E ) # V * C 5 C # C P S 0 )
T H I C K ( I ) S 0 , 0  
GO TO 5 2 6  
T G ( I > 1 ) = T G ( 1 , 2 )
T S ( I , 1> = TS < 1 , 2 )
I F  i T H I C K ( I ) . E Q . 0 . ^ ) G O  TO 5 3 9  
H U M = H U M C ( I >
GO TO 5 3 2  
HUMS H'JMC ( I -1 )
HUMCi  I ) ='K.iMC< I - 1  )
CAul HTRa^CGF, j G . W , H y M ,  VG, VST ,CFG,CPS! ,CPMX,yMlx,
1 XKG,XK5T,8 0 » C R 0 b S A,H )
C ONT I NUE '
\j s ' I * 1
I F < M . E Q . N S T E P ) G O  >0 5 4 5
GO TO 5 2 3
1631
5 45  UR I T E < I  O U T , 3 4 5 > < T t i ( l . l > ,  I 3 i , l = , 2 >
WRI TE< I 0 U t ,946) (TS( 1,1), [ = 3,15,2)
WW I T F. ( I OUT , 9 1 1 )  HUMC < I )
* R I T £ <  I 0 U T , 9 1 1  ) S U M H U S 
I F ( J , E Q . m )GQ t o  6 0 0  
GO TO 5 0 -
C FORMAT S E C T I ON
9 0 0  F O R M A T ! / ,  * I NP UT  04  1 A A R E• » , / >
905 f o r m a t !  1 w h a t  i s  t h i s  c y c l e ?  t y p e  " e , e ' *  f c r  h e a t i n g ;
1 TYPE ” 2 ” FOR CUQLI NG * , $ )
9 1 0  FORMa T ( G )
o i l  F O R M A T ( G , / / )
Q15 FORMAT ( f INITIAL INLET TEMPER A TIKE , F s * ,■$ )
9 1 7  F ORMA T ( ’ STEADY S I A ’ E I N L E T  T E M P , F a  » , $ )
9 0 0 -  F ORMA T ( *  CYCLE T I M E ? M l N . =  • , S )
9 2 2  FORMAT ( 1 T I M E  FOR I N L E T  TEMP TO HEALH S S , P I N *  ’ »S)
9 2 5  F ORMA T ( r GAS F l OW#CU;  F T . / N R i =
933 FORMAT!* HUMIDITY,LB, H?0/LB,CRY A I R a »,S>
935*  F O R M A T ! * HSTAR F A C T OR 3 * , $ )
9 4 0  F O R M A T ! ’ I N I T I A L  P O S I T I O N S  T' EPPEHATLRES ARE= ’ )
9 4 2  F 0 R M A T ( f WATER F [ L M ~ P E R  I NCREMENT OF 8 E 0 , M L S , s  ’ , $ )
9 4 5  F 0 R M A T ! 8 F 7 , 1 >
9 4 6  F ORMAT { 7 X , 7 F 7 . 1 )
9 4 7  F 0 R M A T ( l 4 D
54 3 F O R M A T ! I X , 1 4 F 6 .  1» /  >
950 FORMAT!» HEAT TRANSFER C O E F J C I E N T s  »,$)
9 5 5  F ORMA T ( *  CONDENSATI ON HEAT TP ANS F E f T  C C £ F J C I  ENT 3 ’ , $ >
9 6 0  F O R M A T ( / , 6 0 ( >>
8 0 0  STOP - -
END
SUBROUT I NES S E C * I O N
13 < 1 136
SUBROUTINE TOEwPT (HUM»Cl,CllfC2tC22»C3#C33#C4,C44 
1 » C 5 » C 5 5 » C 6 » C 6 6 »  f Dt W>«» ti-**-».« »
4 3 2 7 ) GO TC 5 9 0  
. 2 1 2 5 ) G 0  TQ 6 3 0  
. 1 1 8 9 ) 0 3  TQ 6 i e  








I F ( MUM. GT
I F ( M U M . G T  
I F < H U M . G T  
I F C H U M . G T  
I F<  WUM. GT  
I F ( H U M . G T
* 0 
• 0
0 3 1 2 ) 0 0
0 1 5 8 ) 0 0
I F ( H U M , L T t 0 . 0 1 5 8 ) 0 0  
A = C 6 
8 = C 6 6 
GO TO 6 9 0  
A = G5 
8 = 0^5 
GO t q  6 90  
A = C4 
B s C 4 4 
GO TQ 6 9 0  
A =03 
8 = 0 3 3  
GO TO 6 9 0  
A = 02  
8 = 022 
GO TO 6 9 0  
A* C1  8 = 011
T DEW= EXP( A
GO TO 7 2 0
c o n t i n u e  .
T Q t W = 1 9 3 , 0  
GO TO 7 2 0
c o n t i n u e  









g* AL CU C HUH ) )
1331 13?
6U8” 3UT!ne: 8UMID(Cl.Cll.J2,CZ2»C3»C33.C4,C44.c5,C55 
1 , C5 . C66 . TOEW , TlMS'i. HUMOl Y » U N  )
l F a D £ 0,GT .TINSS>GO TC 370 
IF(Toe^.GT,i70.0)tO TO 305 
IF (Tnr*<.GT. 153.0! >00 TO 3i2 
IF( T O E w « G T #i 3 3 . 0 ) G O  TO 323 
I F C T d e w . G T . 108.0)00 TO 330 
IF(TQrw.GT ,B3.v1)GU TQ 340 
IF( TQEW.GT.70.vOGU TQ 350 
I F ( T D E N . L t * 7 0 . 0 ) G O  I 0 3 6 0  
335 A»C6 
B « C 6 6 
GO tq 355 
313 A = C5 
B = C55 
GO TO 355 
320 A=C4 
B = C 4 4 
GO TO 355 
330' A?C3 
B«C33
GO TQ 355 .
340 A=C2 
B = C22  
GO TO 355 
350 AsQl
8 * C 1 1
355 HUH=E X P ((ALDG<TDEW)-A >/ B )
GO TO 3 3 Q •
360 HUMS0.0
GO TO 330 






A I R M A S = G r * 0 &
H20MAS = A.IRMaS»HUM 
w = A IR^AS + w^OMAS 
Gs^/CROSSA
v IS?'* I XsAIRMaS*VG/W + H20MAS*VST/K 
CPH IXsAIRMaS*CPG/W + H20MaS«CPST/K 
D M I X s A I R m A 3 « 0 G / W ^ H 2 0 M A S * 0 S T / U  
XKMIXsAIRMaS*XKG/W+H2UMAS»XKST/W
C    . , . C 0 R R E L A 1 I U N IN P , 1 3 1 CCQNPACT HEAT EXCHANGERS)
c





^ ARTHUR Lias---™ r , . .
COLORADO SCFnAimAH * 
°°“ «  « « £ £ “' £ « *
1331 139
U 3 R 0 U T I ri Z n l F F U S C X » H 2 0 T C *  A l RT C» H2 0 CCt  A I RPC# P- , 0 A8 )»*##*« * » fc ** ft » » * «***!»«-*«•*#«•*.»# «« « «*«#**«#«*«#«###««»##«»##»**»*#•**»«■
EQTN 16.3-lf8IRU)
O A 9 5 3 . 6 4 # 1 0 . 3 * * ( - 4 ' #3 ) * ( ( ( X ^ 3 2 , { 9 ) / l * 8 * 2 7 3 . e ) / S Q R T (
1 H2CTC*AIRTC> )**Z.,334*(H20PC«AIHFC)*«t3.'33 33*(H20TC*AIRIC
2 >**<5.0/12.0)*<1.0/18.0*1.0/2*t0>#*0.5/PRETURNEND* «■*■«- a#*** *-»««-&*»»»•»*«***»««»»«»««»*
1831 •w 140
SUBROUT I rjE KM ASS C COM > UAB » SO # GF , CKCSS A , OG , CST , [jH I X , HUM , X* )• «•«*{»•«»»»*«»«*»»«*»«««»»»«»««««««««*»«»«-»«««» *»#**#*■*#**»«*** * * » *
H 2 Q F s G F « 0 G * H U M / D S T
F L 0 W s G F + H 2 0 F
 . . C O R R E L A T I O N  I N  P , 6  47 ( S I R O )
X K s C O N * D A B / ( S D * 3 0 . 4 8 > * < 2 , 0 * 0 . £ • <  ( S D « 3 B  . 4 8  > *  < FuOW. *30 . 4 8 / I CR0S5A
1 *36?3.0)>*<OMIX * 4 5 4 . 0/28322.0)?e.&00 2>*«0.5*(0.0002/<(DMIX*454






i (DIMENSION TG(15*2>,TS<i5,2>»THiCK<15>,VAPP<9 0),HUMC<l!>>
o w a t e r  v a p u r -p r e s s u r e  s e c t i o n
~ t u t « a « n t t t i t w t } t t t M t a t t a t n f » . i t * - ! t a t f { t * * t t t > » . « t n t « 4 « t t » * * * < n n t * * * # { t . » t i t < ! . « t a « < t * t t * a t t * a * * e - * * » » ;'.
HAT A ( VAP PC I ),1=11,90)/ 9.844,10.518,11.231,Il.9c7,12.786, 13.634
1 ,14 .53 , 15 .4 77 ,16.477, 17 .535 ,16,65*19.827.21. 068,22. 377,23 . 756 ,
2 25. 209 ,26 ,739 ,28.349, 3 0 .042 .31.824,33.695,35 .663,37 .729,39.39g.
3 4? .175 , 44 .563 *47,067, 49 .692 ,52*442,55.324,58 .34,61. 5,64.3 ,68.26
4 71. 88, 75. 65 ,79.6,83.71, 8 8*28,92.52,97.2,102. 39,107, 2,112. 51,
5 118 .04 ,123. 8, 129.82.13o . 08 ,142,6,149.38,156. 43,163. 77*171 .33,
6 179 .31 , 18 7 f54 ,196.09, 204 .96 ,214.17,223.73,233.7,243 .9,254 .6,
7 2^5 .7, 277 ,2 >2 84.1*301 A *314 .1*327.3,341,0,356.1,369 . 7,384 .9.
S 400 » 6 ,416 .8 i 4 3 3 . 6 , 4 5 0 , 9 *466 .7,487.1,526.1,505.76/
C DATA COMMUNI CATI ON S ECT I ON»«««.»« ###■»###**««#««»«**#*###*##»»**#»»
1 N = 4 
I OUT = 4
W R I T  E ( I 0 U T * 9 0 0 )
W R I T E C I O U T , 9 0 5 )
R E A D ( I N , 9 i  0 ) F L A G 
WRITE(I0UT.912)
R E A D ( I N * 9 1 0  ) A K 
AK = AK + l . . i  
K* AK
w R I T E ( X 0 U T t 9 1 3  )
R E A D C l N , 9 1 3 ) R  
wRI  TEC I O U T , 9 1 4  5 
RE a DC I N , 9 1 0  ) S D 
w R I T £ C I 0 L 1 T . 9 1 5 )
READ ( I hi» 9 1 3  ) T I N 
W R I T E C I  O U T . 9 i 7 )
• READC I iv , 9 1 0  ) T I N b S 
I 4RITEC I O U T ,  9 2 0 )
RE ADCI N # 9 1 0 ) T I ME  
W R I T  E CI  0 U T # 9 2 2 )
RE AQ( l N , 9 1 0 ) T I M E S b  
WRI TEC I O U T / 9 2 5 ) -  
RE A D C I N  # 9 1 0 ) G F 
W R I T E C I 0 U T . 9 3 3 )
R E A D C I N , 9 i 0 ) H U M D T Y 
W R I T E C I  OUT , 9 3 5 )
READC I U , 9 1 0 ) H S T A R F
R E A D ( 2 , 9 4 7 ) C T M T C K C I ) , I s 2 . K )
WR I T E C I  O U T , 9 4 2 )
WRJTEC J O U T , 9 4 8 )  ( T H I C K C  i ) , I = 2 » K )
WRI TE < I O U T , 9  4 0 )
READC 1 , 9 4 - * )  C TG ( I . 1 )  , I r 2 , « >  ' -
WRITEC I O U T , 9 4 8 ) C T G ( I , 1 ) , I s 2 » K )
DO I D  I ? 2 r K  
10 T S C I , l ) n T G C I , l )




P I =3.14159V = < P I * « » * 2 * 6 . 0 ) * < l , 3 / ( l 2 t0 « 1 2 . 0 « l * . 0 > )
SV = ( 4 . 0 / 3 . F i ) * P I * ( 5 R * * 3 )
S P H £ P S s ( 1 , 0 - £ ) * v / 5 V  








Q S 0 = 2 2 4,0 
XKG=0*016 
XKSTs.3, 0136 
VG = k?.04*4 
V S T = 0 . 0 2 6.6
W=GF*OG*GF*DG*HUHPTY
H U M = H U M 0 T Y 
G = W / 0 R 0 S S A 
HVAP=1000,0
P r 1 R
AIRTC=132.5 
M? 0 T C 5 6 4-7 „ 4 
AIRPC=36,4 
H20PC=218.3
C Q N = 4 . 4 6 2 4 * < i 0 . 0 > * * - 5 . 3
XN3T£P c 0,0 
SUMs0,0
N 2 0 T 0 T s 0 , 0
SUMMLSs0.0
XB-0.0
S U M V A P s 3 , 0
J = 0
0 1 = 5 , 7 3 6 6 8
011=3.37041
02=5.58591
0 2 2 = 0 * 3 1 2 5 7
0 3 = 5 . 4 5 1 6 2
033=0.26536
C4-5.35353 '
0 4 4 = 3 . 2 2 0 1 7
0 5 = 5 , 2 8 3 8 3
0 5 5 = 2 . 1 7 3 8 9
1331 144
! C6 =5 » 2 1 4 4 4
C 6 6 =J . 0 5 a 79
C MAIN PROGRAM




h s t a r =h *h s t a r f
WR I Te: ( I 0UT , 960 ) 
w R I T  E < I 9 U T , 9 5 0 >
W R I T £ ( I C U T , 9 1 0  ) H 
W R IT L (I0Ut,955)
W R I T E ( IOUT,9x0)h5rA«
WR 1 TE <I O U T ,960 >
W R I T E CI 0 U T #961)
R E A D ( I N # 9 i 3 > 0 E S C R P  
ircDEScRP.LT.0t0)Gp TO 12 
NR I TEC I O U T , 9 6 5 )
OELT= C e*v*qmi X*CPMI X/ ( U « C P M X  + H«a ) )
A I R M O L s O F f t O E L T » 4 ^ 4 , 0 / 3 5 9 , 0  
XP=TIM£/(60.O*OEU )
M * I NT ( XM )'
O E L T E M a T l N S S - T I N  
0 F L T I M b T I M E S S /  6 0 * 0 
0 E L T I ’ J b n E L T 5 M /  ( U E L T I M /  D E L T )
S U M * S U m * 0 E L T » 6 * * 0
12
on<r „ i •
C5
2ft
i F i S U M , O T >GU TQ 1?
X N $ T £ P ? X.-iS TEp + 1 «>;i 
■i S T E P = I N T C X N S T E P ) 
GO TO 15
I F . ( F L A G , G T . 1 . 0 > G O
H E A T I N G  CYCLE S E C T I ON
N = 0 
J = J + l 
XJs  J
T I Ms XJ t t OEL T
I F C T I M #G E . O E L T l M ) G O  TO 28  
T G ( 1 , 1 ) s T I N + X J * P E L T I N  
GO TO 29  
T G ( l , l ) s T ! N S S
HUMsHUMOTY  
GO TO 21 
continue
I F < T G < 1 , 1 )  , L T . T D ) G O  TO 26  
GO t o  27  
T OE‘N = T g ( 1 * 1 )
CALL H U M I D ( C l . C l l » C 2 , C 2 2 <C 2 . C 3 3 . C 4 , C 4 4 , C 5 » C 5 5
1*31 143
1 ! * C 6 * C 6 6 t T D E W r T I N 5 S • H U ■ i C T Y , h U P )
GO TO 22
21 CALL T0rwPT(HUM»Cl»Cli,C2,C22.C3#C33,C4,C44,C5,C55»C6»C66,T0E:wi
22 CALL HJRA JCGFiDC,W.HUM,VG,VST,CFG,CP3T,CPMIX;DMIX#
1 X K G #X K S Ti30 *CROSSA,H)
jO 40 Ir2,K
T G U » 2 ) s T G ( I ,  1 ) ♦ W * D E L T / ( E » V « O H X  > M T G <  I - i , i ) - T G < I » l ) >1 r.K*A*OELT/(E*V*UM IX*CP--1IX>«(TG<I#1)-TS<I#1>>




1 ( TQ( I , D  -r.S C i , 1 ) )
O E I Q » < 1 . ? - [ : > * V * U S O * C P S O « < T S <  I . 2 ) - T S < I i l ) )H20MIXs5F*DG*OELT*HUM 
H20=0EL0/HVAP 
IF<H20,LT.H20M:X)GO TO 32 
0ELQsH20MIX*HVAP




H U H = ( G F * D G » 0 E L T * H U M - H 2 0 ) / ( G F » D G * 0 t L T )
CALL TDEWPTCHUMiClf Cll,C2f-C22»C3.C33,C4#C44,C5,C55rC6»C66. TDEW) 
CALL HTSAM(GF,QCi, W,HUM, VG» VST,CPG,CP$T , CPMIX#DMIX#
1 xkg,xkst#so.crossa,h)
.55 TGC I , 1>s TG( 1,2)
T S( I,i)=T3< 1,2'; ;4'.' CONTINUE
N - M +1
IFCN.EG.NSTEPJGU 10 45 
GO TO 25
45 WR I T£ <JOUT,94 5 ) <TG( 1,1) , I*1,K>WRITE< I O U T , 9 4 6 ) < T S < I , 1 ),!=2 , K)
WPITE( I 0U.T , 910 ) h2□ HLS 
■WRITE ( I 0 U T , 9 i 1) H U M 
I F C J , E 3 , M ) G 0  TO 830 
GO TO 20
C COOLI NG CYCLE S E C T I ON
300
525
N = 0 
J SJ + 1
XB = 0 . 3
3 U M V A P s 0 , 0
4 '.JMsH-Ĵ OTY
CALL 4 T R A M ( G F . D G ,  VG,  V S T , C F G # C P  ST , C P M I X , D M I X »XK0,XKST,SD»CR05SA,H) * -
X J s J
T I M = X J # D E L T
j F ( T I M f G E , D E L T I M ) G O  TO
1B 31 146
I T G ( 1»1) = T I N + X J * L) £ L T I N 
GO TO 527 
526 TG(1,1)*TI,'jSS
?27  DO 543 1=2,K
TG< I ,?) =TG<I, i; ♦W*l)El T / <£ * V « D M >  ) «C7GCI-1*1>-TG<I.1>)
1 ,H« AOELT/(E*V*Of1 I X * C P  ' IX ) « ( TG U  , 1 >-TS ( I , 1) )
TS(I.2)=TS<I,l)+H*A*DE:L’f/<<1.2-E><,V«*QbO«CPSO>*UGU»l>-TS(I,l)>
I P (TMICK(I).EQ,^.G)GO rC 528 
X s ( T 3 ( I ,1)«.Tg( I » 1 } ) / 2 . ̂
CALL 0irF'JS(X.H20 IC* A IRTC*I-20PC, AiRPC*P»DA0) 
c a l l  k m a s s (Co n ,i)a b ,5d ,gf #c r c s s a ,d g ,o s t ,c m i x ,h u m #x k >
c , *. •c a l c u l a t i o n  of e v a f c r a h c n  r a t e  u s i n g  e g t n , 2i .2-26<bif*D)
TC=(X-32.J)/1»8 
I tc = TC
VP - V A P p (ITC)/760,a 
X0=VP/P
IF(X0.Lt.XB)GO TO 537 
GO TO 514 
5 3 7 •  HU r I C ( I J s H U M C C 1 - 1 )
GO TO 53a 
' 5 1 4  R A B = ( ( X C -  X 3 ) /  ( 1  • 0 " X S3 ) )
THETA=ALQG(Ra 8^1,0)/RA9
H20VAP5XK*THETA*< A*30.48«*2 .0)*< <X0-X6>/<1.0 - X 0 ) ) *PEL I *3600. 0*1.,* 
5.15 IFCH20VAP,GT.THICK(I))GC TC 530
0 LOST = H ? 0 V A P/4 5 4 , 0 # H V A P
TSCr,2)b TS(I.2. OLObT/C Cl,g-E)*V*CSO*CPSO)
T M I C X C I) = t H I C K (  I ) - H 2 0 V a P
5 ~3 s u vaPsS u mvap+h20vap
3Uf'HLSsSUMMLS + H20VAP 
VAPMOL*SUHVAP/18,0 
X8sVAPMGL/(VAPMOL+AIRMDL)





SUMVAP s SUMVAP-EXTRAM 
THICKC I ) s T H I C K ( I >+EXTRa .v
TS(I,2)s TS<I,2)*EXTRAM/454,Z»HVAP/<(1,0-E>*V*DSC*CPSO>
529 HUMCCI>sVAPMOL*18-0/<AINMCl*29te>
G O  T O  5 3 8
5 3 0  \a2 0 V A P s T h I C K ( I )
'.iL0ST = H2 JVAP/454 . j#HVA^
TSC I,2)sTSC I,2>-3LQST/< (l,e-E)*V*CSC*CPSO)




I T S C I , 1 ) s T S ( I , 2 )
IF(THIC*< ! ) .EQ.D.UJGO TC 52 9 
rRlN = H'jMC< I )
GO TO 512 
S39  H'JMsHJI ICM 1 - 1 )
HUMC( I ) = H;.JMC ( I - 1  )
5 3 2  CALL H T R A N ( G F , D G , w , h u m , V G , V S T , C F G * C P S T  » C P M i X , D M I X ,
1 X K G , X K S T , S D » C R O S S A , H )
542  CONTI NUE
m N + 1
I F ( M . E Q . ; jS T E P ) GU  IQ 545 
GO to 5 2 5
5 4 5  HR I TEC I Ou t , 9 4 5 ) < TG(  I , l 5 , I = 1 , K )
WRI TE CI  O U T , 9 4 6 ) <  T S ( I , 1  ) , I = 2 , K)
WRITEC I 0 1it > 9 1 1 )  h !j m c ( I )
W’R I T E C  I 0 U T , R i l ) & U M M L S  
I F ( J . E Q « M) G 0 TO 
GO TO 5 0 0C
0 FORMAT S E C T I ON
9 0 0 FORMAT ( / , * I NPUT DAT A a R F J ' , / )
9 0 5 FORMa T< t WHAT I S  T H I S  CYCLE? TYFE " 2 , 0 ” FOR H E A T I N G ;
1 TYPE ” 2 " FOR COOLI NG ’ , ? )
9 1 0 f o r m a t ( G )
■h i FQRMAT< G, / / >
> 1 2 FORMAT{ » NUMBER oh l NCREMENT S( k J , 5  F T ,  E A C H J r  \ $ )
9 1 3 FORMAT( t RED R- / I  U S , I N  * 5 ’ , 5 )
v 1 4 F ORMAT ( ! s p h e r e s  d i a m e t e r , I N . =  ’ , * )
/1 5 FORMAT( • I N I T I A L  I N L E T  T F M F E R A T L R E , F s » , $ )
9 1 ' F 0 R M A T ( % STEADY S * A T E  IN'l FT T E M F , F =  < , $ )
9 0 0 F0RMAT< f CYCLE 1 I M E , M I N . s  ' ,%)
9 0 2 F ORMAT ( 1 T I ME  FOR I NL E  t TEPP TO REACH S S , M l N =  ' , $ >
9 0 5 FORMAT( , GAS F L O N . C U ,  P T , / H R # = ’ , 5 )
T 7 FORM a T ( t H U M I D I T Y . L 8 .  h 2 0 / L 9 . CRY A I R *  * , $ )
v  ̂3 FORMAT< f U * / U R A T I O 5 ' , $ )
4 4 0 FORMAT ( f I N I T I A L  P O S I T I O N S  TEMPERATURES AREr  »)
9 4 2 FORMAT< » WATER F I L M  PER I NCREMENT OF B E C , M L S * 5 H S >
9 4 5 f o r m a t * B F 7 . 1 )
9 4 6 F ORMAT ( 7 X , 7 F 7 , 1 )
9 4 7 F ORMAT ( 1 4 F )
■i 4 3 FORMAT( I X , 1 4 F 6 , 1 , /  )
9 5 0 FORMAT* i HEAT T K a NSHER C C E F I C I L N T *  ' , $ )
4 5 5 FORm a T( i CONDEMSa I JON H E a T t r a n s f e r  c c e f i c I e N T s ' . $ )
* 4 3 FORMAT ( / ,
4 41 FORMAT( DO YOU n e e d  a b r i e f  .d e s c r i p t i o n  of  o u t p u t ? /
1 1 IR Y£R • TYPE ” 1 , 0 ” , IF NCI  TYPE "-1.2w ,$)
9 65  FORMAT ( / ,  ’ OUTPU'  I S P R F S E M E J  JA 4 LINES FOK E a CH ONE M I N ,
1 ' s i m u l a t i o n  o f ' a c t u a l  PROCESS I ,





’ L E A V I N G  EACH I NCREMENT o r  B E D * , / ,
' SECOND'  L I M E  G I V E S  S O L I D S  T E > P ,  CF EACH BED I N C R E M E N T * , / ,
’ third line gi^es ihe hupicity qf g a s  leaving the bed*,/,
’ FOURTH LINE GIVES THE TCTAL AMLUNT OF HATER THAT HAS »,/, 
* CONDENSED DURING HEATInG CR EVaRQRATEC D U R I N G ’ , ✓» 
f COOLING IN MIL-LlLtTERS, *,/)STOP
END
c S UBROUT I NE S  SECTI ON
! SUBROUTINE TDEWPT<HUM,C1,C11,C2,C22#C3#C33.C4#C441 > C 5 # C 5 5 » C 6 > C fc 6 » ] D E W )
I F  ( H U M , 0 T t 0 . 4 3 2 y ) G 0 TO $9Z
1 F ( M ' J M , G T , U . 2 1 2 3 ) G Q  TO 6 0 2
I F C H U M . G T . 0 . i t ^ 9 ) G 0  TO 6 1 0
I F  ( HUM , GT , 0 . O5 9 4 4 ) Q0 TO 620  
i r < H U H . G T . 0 . U v B i 2 ) G O  TO 6 3 0
I F ( H U H , G T . O . 0 1 5 8 ) G O  TO 6 4 0
I F C H U M . L T , 0 . 0 1 5 8 ) 0 0  TO 710
5R0 A=C6
3 r C6o  
GO TO 6 9 0  
6 3 0  A=C5
8 = 0 5 5  
GO TO 6 9 0  
5 1 0  . A= 0 4
8 = 0 4 4  
uO TO 6 9 0  
6 2 0  A s C3
8 = 0 3 3  
GO TO 6 9 0  
6 3 0  A = C2
8 = 022 
GO TO 6 9 0  
6 4 0  A = C1
8 = 011
6 ^ 0  T D E W s E X P ( A *  B *  A v. u Q ( HUM) )
GO TO 720 
70:2 TOUT I \ j y r
TOEWs190,0 
GO TO 720 
7X0  CONTI NUE
T D E W = 7 0 . 0 




£»-»«<»<>•»» U -IS »> » tt tt « tt
IF( TO^w.GT. TI.MSb>)ba TO 370 
IF{ TOE,;, GT,170.U)GO TO 305 
IF*(T0Ew.GT.15i3.K')G0 TO 310 
IF<TOE*.GT.132.tf>GQ TO 322 
IF(TDF.*fGT.l28.tf)liO TO 330 
IF ( T 0 F >.! t G T , 8 Q * ̂  ) 0 0 IQ 340 
IF (TOE;/i.GT. 7.1,0 )GU 10 350 
IF(TOEw.LT.70.0)GO TO 361
GO TO 355 
A ” C5 
3 = C55 
GO TO 355 
A = C4 
B = C44  
GO TO 355
GO TO 355
*. -  •■’  1.w j. >
B = C U
tum -h:xp ( (a l o g <tue;w )-a )/6)
A -
Bs
3 3 2 ’ A = C 3
B-G33 






I SUBROUTI NE HTRAN( Ci F* OG,  W , H L K ,  V t i , V b T , C P G » C P S l * C P K l X , O M l X ,
1 X K C . . X K S T , S O t C P u b S A , H )
A I EM A Sa GF * DG 
H23MASsAIRMAS*HUM 






.............................C O R R E L A I I O N  I N  P , 1 2 1  ( COMPACT HEAT EXCHANGERS)
H * 0 . 2 3 * C S D * G / V I S M I X ) * * ( ' 0 * 3 ) » G « C P P I X * ( . V I S M I X * C P M I X / X K M I X ) * *




! subroutine: D I F F U S ( X * H 2 0 1 C » A I R T U , H 2 0 P C » A 1 R P C , P » U A R )
c
C - . .............................EQTN 1 6 . 3 - 1 < B I R 0 )
Im
O A B s 3 . 6 4 * i i 3 . O * * C ^ 4 . 0 ) * ( <  ( X -  3 2 . 0  >/ I « 8 ♦ 2 73 . 0 ) /  SQR T (
1 H20TC»AIRt C) ) **2 ,334*(H20PC*AlNPC>**8.3«533*<H207C»AiR!C






I SUBROUTI NE KMASS<CON, D a B . S C » GF • C R C S S 4 * DC * D ^ T »DM I X . HUM * X K > *«•*****■»*> #•# *
H ? O F s G F * O G * H U M / U S T  
P L O W = G F +- H 2 O F 
............. CORRELATION in P t 647 (ElRP)
XKsCON*riA8/<SD*4i3.4S)*<2 , Z * e  , 6 * (  ( . 4 8 ) *  ( FLOfc*30 . 4 8 /  ( CROSS A
1 »3 6 0 0 . 0 )  ) M O M  I X M ^ 4 .  0 / 2 8 3 2  £ . 2 ) / 2  , £ 0 0  2 > * «  0 . 5 *  Ck ? , £ 0 0 2 / <  C D M I X *  4 54  ,
2 /28323,0>*DAS> >**4,3333)
RETURN
END
